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Abstract
Spatio-temporal datasets are being widely collected in several domains such as climate sci-
ence, neuorscience, sociology, and transportation. These data sets offer tremendous opportu-
nities to address the imminent problems facing our society such as climate change, dementia,
traffic congestion, crime etc. One example of a spatio-temporal dataset that is the focus of this
dissertation is Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) data. fMRI captures the activity
at all locations in the brain and at regular time intervals. Using this data one can investigate the
processes in the brain that relate to human psychological functions such as cognition, decision
making etc. or physiological functions such as sensory perception or motor skills. Above all,
one can advance the diagnosis and treatment procedures for mental disorders.
The focus of this thesis is to study dynamic relationships between brain regions using fMRI
data. Existing work in neuroscience has predominantly treated the relationships among brain re-
gions as stationary. There is growing evidence in this community that the relationships between
brain regions are transient. In the time series data mining community transient relationships
have been studied and are shown to be useful for various tasks such as clustering and clas-
sification of time series data. In this work we focused on discovering combinations of brain
regions that exhibit high similarity in the activity time series in small intervals. We proposed
an efficient approach that can discover all such combinations exhaustively. We demonstrated its
effectiveness on synthetic and real world data sets.
We applied our approach on fMRI data collected in different settings on different groups of
people and studied the reliability and replicability of the combinations we discover. Reliability
is the degree to which a combination that is discovered using fMRI scans from a population can
be found again using a different set of scans on the same population. Replicability is the degree
to which a combination discovered using scans from one set of subjects can be discovered again
using scans from a different set of subjects. These two factors reflect the generality of the
combinations we discover. Our results suggest that the combinations we discover are indeed
reliable and replicable. This indicates the validity of the combinations and they suggest that the
underlying neuronal principles drive these combinations. We also investigated the utility of the
combinations in studying differences between healthy and schizophrenia subjects.
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Existing work in estimating transient relationships among time series typically uses sliding
time windows of a fixed length that are shifted from one end to the other using a fixed step
size. This approach does not directly identify the intervals in which a pair of time series exhibit
similarity. We proposed another computational approach to discover the time intervals where
a given pair of time series are highly similar. We showed that our approach is efficient using
synthetic datasets. We demonstrated the effectiveness of our approach on a synthetic dataset.
Using this approach we provided a characterization of the transient nature of a relationship
between time series and showed its utility in identifying task related transient connectivity in
fMRI data that is collected while a subject is resting and while involved in a task.
In summary, the computational approaches proposed in this thesis advance the state-of-the-
art in time series data mining. Whereas the extensive evaluations that are performed on multiple
fMRI datasets demonstrate the validity of the findings and provide novel hypothesis that can be
systematically studied to advance the state-of-the-art in neuroscience.
iv
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
1.1.1 Spatio-temporal data
Approaches for discovering useful information from data that is measured from real world ob-
jects are being studied in the data mining community. The nature of datasets in question can
have very different properties and so approaches have to be designed to handle such properties.
Nature of the data can be as simple as relational data, i.e., a set of attributes measured from an
object. One example of relational data is electronic Health Record (EHR) data where subject’s
name, demographics, and clinical variables are stored. A relatively more complex form of the
data is a time series data where measurements from an object at regular time intervals are col-
lected. An example of time series data is blood sugar level and body temperature of a subject
that is collected every day. A relatively more complex form of data is one where measurements
have both spatial and temporal information associated with them. For example, in remote sens-
ing data periodic measurements of vegetation at each location on the surface of the earth are
measured. Note that in addition to the measurement of an attribute (vegetation), location and
time of measurement are also available.
Several decades of work has been done on analyzing relational data, the simplest form
of data, where canonical problems like classifying objects into classes, grouping them into
clusters, identifying anomalies and discovering patterns are studied [5]. In the last decade, time
series data analysis techniques have been developed [6]. They include approaches to discover
1
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similarities between time series, to group time series that are similar, and to predict the next
measurement based on previous measurements.
In the last five years there is increased interest in analyzing spatio-temporal datasets that
are collected in several domains such as climate science [7], neuorscience [8], sociology, and
transportation [9, 10]. In climate science, data is collected using remote sensing satellites. In
neuroscience, magnetic resonance imaging tools are used to scan the brain. In transportation,
sensors are placed on several streets to capture the amount of traffic and related features. Data
collected in each of these domains have different properties. For example, in climate and neuro-
science, data is collected from all the locations at a certain resolution whereas in transportation
the sensors are placed at a selected intersections or locations on the freeway. Information mined
from such datasets can potentially lead to effective solutions to many of the society’s prob-
lems such as climate change, brain disorders, and traffic. Effective data mining approaches are
needed to be able to analyze the increasingly available spatio-temporal data sets.
1.1.2 Opportunities in mining fMRI data
Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) data indirectly measures the activity at each
gray matter location in the brain at regular intervals [11]. There are typically hundreds of
thousands of locations from which activity is measured, at every two second interval during a
typical 6 minute scan. Locations that exhibit high activity are expected to share similar or at
least related functionality.
The increasingly available fMRI data can be mined to answer a number of questions: i)
How does the brain’s functional network adapt while a skill is being learned ? ii) How does the
brain’s functional network change while the subject is working on a task from when he is not
working on a task ? iii) How does the brain’s functional network differ in healthy and disease
subjects ? iv) Can we characterize the brain’s functional state and it’s transition to another state
based on its functional network ?
In the last 20 years several efforts have been made to analyze fMRI data with a goal of
advancing the state-of-the-art in our understanding of the brain functionality. Until early 2000s,
several hypothesis that related one brain region’s activity to a specific task were studied. Re-
cently, more sophisticated hypothesis that interactions between multiple brain regions are re-
lated to a specific task are being studied. Very recently, the dynamics in the interactions of brain
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regions is being studied. Despite decades of work in this area, there is a prevailing dissatisfac-
tion in the neuroimaging community with the progress that is made in elucidating how the brain
accomplishes its functions or how the brain’s dysfunction can be directly identified from the
fMRI Data [12].
Figure 1.1: Constructing brain networks from fMRI data
One of the popular approaches to analyze fMRI data is to construct brain networks as shown
in Figure 1.1 [13]. First, a brain atlas that groups contiguous sets of locations (also known as
voxels) into ‘brain regions’ is chosen and a mean time series of voxels for each brain region
is computed. Adjacent voxels are known to exhibit highly similar time series and this step of
determining region level time series as a mean of its constituent voxel time series reduces the
redundancy. A pairwise correlations between all brain regions is then computed. This can be
represented as a matrix where rows and columns are brain regions and the elements are the
pairwise correlation values. This matrix can also be treated as a weighted brain network where
brain regions are nodes and the correlation values indicate the strength of the connectivity. One
can also choose a correlation threshold to binarize the pairwise correlation to get a binary matrix
that can be treated as a binary brain network. The weighted and the binary networks have been
traditionally analyzed by computing graph theoretic properties to learn the principles of the
brain network. The fundamental idea is that by learning the principles of the brain network one
can arrive at the operating principles of the brain [14].
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Recently it has been noticed that the functional connectivity computed from two different
scans obtained from the same subject can be very different [15]. This raised questions about
the reliability of the published findings. In many of the published studies the objective was
to discover biomarkers that can explain differences between groups of healthy and a group of
disease subjects [16]. In these studies the hope is that the findings in one study can be replicated
on a different set of subjects in a different study. However, if the functional network computed
for the same subject is changing depending on the scan, how can one expect the biomarkers to
reliable [17]. Hence, the reported biomarkers are not of clinical value.
While there is increased interest in neuroscience community in quantifying the reliability of
the findings, other studies have pointed out that the functional connectivity is transient even with
the duration of one scan [18]. This raised more questions about the validity of earlier studies
that assumed that the connections are stationary. A large number of studies have evaluated the
properties of brain networks and their role in various mental disorders with the assimption that
the connectivity is stationary. The reliability of the reported findings in these studies is unclear.
Moreover, approaches to study and characterize the transient nature of connectivity are highly
desired.
1.2 Thesis Contributions
The focus of this thesis is to study dynamic relationships between brain regions using fMRI data.
Existing work in neuroscience has predominantly treated the relationships among brain regions
as stationary. There is growing evidence in this community that the relationships between brain
regions are transient. In the time series data mining community transient relationships have been
studied and are shown to be useful for various tasks such as clustering and classification of time
series data. In this work we focused on discovering combinations of brain regions that exhibit
high similarity in the activity time series in small intervals. We proposed an efficient approach
that can discover all such combinations exhaustively. We demonstrated its effectiveness on
synthetic and real world data sets.
We applied our approach on fMRI data collected in different settings on different groups of
people and studied the reliability and replicability of the combinations we discover. Reliability
is the degree to which a combination that is discovered using fMRI scans from a population can
be found again using a different set of scans on the same population. Replicability is the degree
5
to which a combination discovered using scans from one set of subjects can be discovered again
using scans from a different set of subjects. These two factors reflect the generality of the
combinations we discover. Our results suggest that the combinations we discover are indeed
reliable and replicable. This indicates the validity of the combinations and they suggest that the
underlying neuronal principles drive these combinations. We also investigated the utility of the
combinations in studying differences between healthy and schizophrenia subjects.
Existing work in estimating transient relationships among time series typically uses sliding
time windows of a fixed length that are shifted from one end to the other using a fixed step
size. This approach does not directly identify the intervals in which a pair of time series exhibit
similarity. We proposed another computational approach to discover the time intervals where
a given pair of time series are highly similar. We showed that our approach is efficient using
synthetic datasets. We demonstrated the effectiveness of our approach on a synthetic dataset.
Using this approach we provided a characterization of the transient nature of a relationship
between time series and showed its utility in identifying task related transient connectivity in
fMRI data that is collected while a subject is resting and while involved in a task.
In summary, the computational approaches proposed in this thesis advance the state-of-the-
art in time series data mining. Whereas the extensive evaluations that are performed on multiple
fMRI datasets demonstrate the validity of the findings and provide novel hypothesis that can be
systematically studied to advance the state-of-the-art in neuroscience.
1.3 Thesis Overview
The organization of this thesis is as follows. A broad overview of spatio-temporal data charac-
teristics and data mining problems of interest are presented in Chapter 2. Overview of fMRI
data and the specific data mining questions pertaining to the brain that can be investigated are
discussed in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4 we present our approach for discovering transient rela-
tionships between brain regions. In Chapter 5 we present the application of our approach in
Chapter 4 and show that the discovered relationships are reliable and replicable. We present our
approach for discovering the time intervals directly from the data in Chapter 6. We conclude in
Chapter 7 with a discussion on future work.
Chapter 2
Overview of Spatio-temporal Data
Mining Problems
2.1 Introduction
Traditionally data mining community has analyzed relational datasets where different features
from objects of interest are collected. For example, the popular Iris dataset from UCI datasets
[19] has measurements sepal length, sepal width, petal length and petal width from flowers of
three different types of plants. Using such datasets, several canonical data mining problems
such as classification, clustering, anomaly detection and pattern mining have been thoroughly
studied [5]. Classification [20] deals with the problem of discovering a group to which a new
instance (set of measurements) belongs to. Clustering [20] deals with the problem grouping
instances based on their similarity in measurements. The goal of anomaly detection is to find
instances that are unusually dissimilar to other instances in the dataset [21]. Frequently occur-
ring trends in the data are captured by pattern mining [22].
In the last decade, there is increased interest in analyzing data where repeated measurements
are collected from the object of interest at regular time intervals. Such data is referred to as time
series data. For example, blood sugar level of a patient collected on a weekly basis can be
treated as time series data. Time series data has become increasingly ubiquitous in several
domains including climate, medical records, bioinformatics, and social media [23, 6]. Data
mining community has studied several problems pertaining to analyzing time series data [24, 6].
They include clustering [25, 26], classification [27], anomaly detection [28], forecasting [29],
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and segmentation [30]. The problem of clustering is to group a given set of time series into
clusters such that any pair of time series’ within a cluster are highly similar than those that are
between clusters. Given a set of time series and their labels, the problem of classification is
to learn the characteristics of the time series’ assigned to each label, so a potentially correct
prediction can be made when an unseen time series’ is presented. The problem of anomaly
detection in a given time series is to identify the time point at which an unexpected behavior
is exhibited. Given a time series of t time points, the problem of forecasting is to predict the
behavior at time t+1. Segmentation deals with the goal of finding piece-wise segments of time
points in a given time series, within which the behavior is homogeneous.
On the other hand, the data mining community has also studied data that has spatial at-
tributes. Several events such as accidents, tornadoes or burglaries have spatial locations as-
sociated with them. To explore the patterns underlying these events several spatial clustering
approaches have been studied in the data mining community [31, 32, 33].
In the recent years, several spatio-temporal datasets have become increasingly available. For
example, remote sensing satellites collect data such as temperature, pressure, sea surface height
from the planet every day. These measurements have space and time associated with them.
Similarly, brain imaging technologies measure activity at a given location and time. Similarly
events such as crimes have also space and time associated with them. Air and transportation
networks also have spatial locations and the time associated with events such as arrival or depar-
ture of a flight or a vehicle. Data mining techniques to analyze such datasets can help address
many of the society’s problems from addressing climate change to discovering effective treat-
ment strategies to mental disorders. In this chapter we outline the several problems that can be
defined in spatio-temporal datasets and the challenges that need to be addressed to solve these
problems.
2.2 Data
Data collected from any system where every measurement has a location associated with it is
referred to as a spatial dataset. Note that this measurement is made only once. Amyloid PET
scans measure the amount of Amyloid protein deposition at various locations in the human brain
and the presence of this protein is indicative of Alzheimer’s disease [34]. This dataset has only
spatial context, i.e., locations in the brain.
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On the other hand, data collected repeatedly from a system is referred to as a temporal
dataset. Note that this measurement has no spatial attributes. Measurements recorded on a
valve on a space shuttle, weekly power usage at a research plant are examples of temporal
datasets.
There are many scenarios where measurements are associated with both space and time.
Such datasets are referred to as spatio-temporal datasets. For example, climate variables such
as temperature, humidity, pressure etc measured at various locations on the Earth’s surface and
at different time points every day. Other examples, include EEG and fMRI data that measure
brain’s activity at several locations in the brain and at different time points.
Spatio-temporal datasets can be further classified based on the uniformity in the measure-
ment in spatial and temporal attributes:
• Uniform spatial and Uniform temporal
• Uniform spatial and Non-uniform temporal
• Non-uniform spatial and Uniform temporal
• Non-uniform spatial and Non-Uniform temporal
We refer to a dataset as Uniform spatial if the measurements are made at spatial locations
that are equally spaced covering the entire space. Non-uniform spatial datasets are those in
which the measurements are made at spatial locations that are do not cover entire space and the
covered locations are not necessarily equally spaced. Similarly, Uniform temporal datasets are
those where measurements are collected at regular intervals and Non-uniform temporal datasets
are those where measurements are collected at irregular intervals.
Examples of uniform spatial and uniform temporal datasets include, fMRI data where
brain’s activity is measured at every cubic location and at a particular frequency, environmen-
tal variables such as vegetation index that is collected at every spatial location on Earth at a
particular resolution.
Examples of uniform spatial and non-uniform temporal include Positron Emission Tomog-
raphy (PET) scan obtained from Alzheimer’s subjects on every visit to the hospital. PET scans
are used to assess the loss of gray matter tissue in a subject. The scan collects information at all
locations in the brain (uniform), however the scan is obtained only when the patient visits the
hospital (non-uniform).
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Examples of Non-uniform spatial and uniform temporal include EEG datasets where the
measurements at regular intervals are obtained only from specific locations that are not neces-
sarily equally spaced or that covers the entire brain space.
Examples of Non-uniform spatial and non-uniform temporal include crime data in a city,
where reported crimes are attributed to spatial locations and time of event. Note that the crimes
do not occur at every location and at every regular interval.
Data related challenges: The underlying nature of spatio-temporal datasets poses numerous
challenges irrespective of the problem that is studied.
• Scale The spatial resolutions can be high enough to result in millions of spatial locations
and a temporal resolution can be high enough to result in thousands of time points. This
scale can potentially introduce computational challenges in most problems.
• Noise As with any real world datasets noise and missing values are inherent in spatio-
temporal datasets and approaches have to be robust to be able to handle this challenge.
• Autocorrelation Adjacent spatial locations typically share similar measurements at a
given time point due to spatial proximity and adjacent time points will share similar mea-
surements at a given location. This will often introduce redundant information in to the
analysis and approaches have to be cognizant of this issue.
• Notion of similarity Many similarity measures are considered for studying similarity
between two time series. Some of these similarities work consider the relationship be-
tween two time series in lock-step fashion, where a value of time series at one time point
is compared to that of a different time series at the same time point. Measures that al-
low for lagged similarity or warped similarity are also popular in time series data mining
literature. One has to be aware of the type of similarity that is relevant in a given dataset.
• Uniformity vs. Non-uniformity As discussed above some datasets have uniformity in
space and time and others have uniformity in either of them or none. Approaches de-
signed for one combination will not necessarily be suitable for the other combinations
and so this issue has to be taken into consideration while designing algorithms to address
data analysis problems.
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2.3 Problems
In this section we describe the several research questions that can be posed in the context of
spatio-temporal datasets, discuss the related work, and point out the challenges that need to be
addressed.
2.3.1 Generalization of canonical data mining problems for spatio-temporal data
Classification, clustering, and frequent pattern mining are treated as canonical data mining prob-
lems due to the depth of understanding the community has developed in each of these problems.
These problems are typically defined on relational datasets where each instance has a multi-
variate features space. In the case of spatio-temporal datasets, each instance can be treated as a
collection of attributes that have space and time associated with it.
In the context of classification, the goal can be defined as classifying an instance i.e., a
spatio-temporal measurement into one class or the other. In neuroscience, one is interested in
determining if a subject is schizophrenic or not. This can be achieved by classifying an fMRI
scans collected from a subject as healthy or schizophrenic.
In the context of clustering, the goal can be defined on spatio-temporal instances where
the objective is to group instances that are highly similar to each other such that instances in
different groups are not similar. Given a set of climate (spatio-temporal ) instances generated
from different models, one may be interested in grouping these models based on the similarities
among spatio-temporal instances.
In the context of frequent pattern mining, instances can be treated as items and spatio-
temporal attributes can be treated as transaction, and the objective can be defined as one of
finding groups of instances such that they share similarities in sufficiently many spatio-temporal
attributes.
2.3.2 Anomaly detection in spatio-temporal data
A time series can be labeled as anomalous if it is characteristically different from an expected
behavior determined using a set of relevant time series. Anomaly detection can be useful in
identifying rare events like intrusion in computer networks, malfunction in equipment etc. Cur-
rent approaches to anomaly detection in time series data typically estimate the deviation of a
time series by expected behavior using any of the various time series similarity measures [35].
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The deviation can be computed as the i) distance based on the entire time series or ii) as the
average distance of the windows of a chosen length or iii) as the average distance at each time
point. The deviation in all these cases can be computed using either a kth nearest neighbor type
approach or a modeling based approach that predicts expected behavior [35].
Anomaly detection is also relevant in spatio-temporal datasets where anomalous behavior
can be defined in the context of it’s spatial neighborhood. For example, time series measured
from a cubic location in the brain can be significantly different from a majority of the time
series in the neighborhood. This could happen due to motion related artifacts during scanning
or due to caveats in the scanning protocols or defective equipment. Anomaly detection in such
scenarios could shed light on sources of noise and will be potentially useful in ensuring data
quality and informing preprocessing procedures to correct for artifacts.
Figure 2.1: Anomaly detection problem
Consider the example shown in Figure 2.1 where anomalous behavior is localized in the red
region. Notice that due to spatial autocorrelation the green region around the red region shares
some anomalous properties and some properties of the blue region. Discovering the red region
that has distinct time series compared to the blue neighborhood as the region of anomalous
behavior is the objective. Traditional time series based anomaly detection techniques will not be
able to use the spatial structure in the data as they have been designed to work with independent
set of time series. Several challenges needs to be addressed to extend existing approaches for
spatio-temporal datasets. First, the anomaly will be present in a local neighborhood and is
expected to be different from its immediate neighborhood. The extent of the spatial of the
anomaly and the relevant neighborhood from which the expected neighborhood needs to be
inferred from the data. Second, unlike the existing time series approaches that determine if a
given time series is anomalous, spatio-temporal anomalous detection techniques need to identify
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the set of locations that have anomalous time series from the entire dataset. This requires
exhaustive search through the entire space.
Another type of anomaly detection problem relevant in spatio-temporal datasets is one
where multiple spatio-temporal datasets are available and one needs to identify a dataset that
is anomalous. This is often relevant in fMRI time series data analysis where fMRI scans are
obtained from several subjects and due to errors in imaging protocols some scans are markedly
different from others.
2.3.3 Change detection in spatio-temporal data
Given a time series, the goal of identifying the time at which there is change in the nature of the
time series is in general referred to as the time series change detection problem. In time series
data analysis literature any of the following goals are treated as ‘change detection’ problems:
i) In a given time series, determine at what time point its characteristics change. ii) Segment a
given time series such that the time series is homogeneous within each segment. iii) Discover
the top-k most unusual subsequences in a given time series
The notion of ‘change’ is generally defined based on the nature of the time series in the
initial part of the time series. Several approaches have been proposed in the last two decades to
address the above variants of the change detection problem. A common theme shared by these
approaches is to estimate an expected behavior at a time point based on the time series available
until the current time point and then compute the deviation. These approaches include:
• Statistical parameter based approaches that estimate a distribution for the time series and
a hypothesis test is performed to determine if a change point exists.
• Segmentation approaches split a given time series into segments until a user provided
segment number is reached. Often a model (linear, polynomial etc.) is fit to estimate the
homogeneity of a segment.
• Predictive approaches infer a model based on the time series observed and predict an
expected value for the next time point. Deviations from the expected value are treated as
change points.
Consider the example shown in Figure 2.2 where the time series from the red region changes
its behavior in the middle. Notice that due to spatial autocorrelation the green region around the
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Figure 2.2: Change detection problem
red region shares this change. Discovering the red region and the time point in its time series
is the objective of the change detection problem. Change detection in spatio-temporal datasets
share similar properties with that of a time series based change detection problem, except that
this change can also seen in the immediate spatial neighborhood. The visibility of a change
point in time series obtained from adjacent locations allows one to discover change points with
high statistical power. Change detection approaches can also leverage this information in order
to improve the performance of traditional change detection approaches. The challenges that are
relevant in spatio-temporal scenarios are: i) Existing approaches treat each time series indepen-
dently. In spatio-temporal datasets they need to be cognizant of their spatial neighborhood. ii)
As in the case of anomaly detection, here the goal is to discover sets of locations where change
points exist. Therefore, a global search of change points is needed. iii) Different changes can
potentially be visible to different extents in the neighborhood. Approaches have to be robust to
these variations.
Another notion of change detection that is also partly related to anomaly detection dis-
cussed above is to identify change in the trend for time series at a given location with respect
to its neighborhood. A recent work by Chen et al. [36] extends traditional change detection
to identifying change detection with respect to a context that is also provided in addition to
the time series in which change detection needs to be done. This can be further generalized to
spatial context where a spatial context can be considered. Note that the difference between this
problem and anomaly detection is that here the time series is largely similar to the context or
the spatial neighborhood.
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2.3.4 Spatial clustering in spatio-temporal datasets
The problem of spatial clustering [37, 38, 39] has been earlier studied in data mining community
where objects are grouped based on their spatial proximity.
In time series data mining literature clustering problem for independent set of time series
was studied. Major contributions towards this problem has been in designing computational
approaches to assess similarity. These similarity measures were used in conjunction with the
state-of-the-art clustering techniques to discover the time series clusters.
Figure 2.3: Spatial clustering problem
The goal of spatial clustering in spatio-temporal datasets is to group contiguous sets of vox-
els that share similar temporal behavior into clusters. Consider the example shown in Figure 2.3
where there are four different regions: green, pink, purple, and blue. The time series from there
regions appear to be different from each other, but the time series within each of these regions
are highly similar.
In the context of time series clustering, when additional information is available in the
form of spatial structure it can be used to not only improve the performance of these clustering
approaches, but also to improve the interpretability of the clusters discovered. This problem is
particularly relevant in the context of fMRI datasets where the goal was to determine a data-
driven brain atlas i.e., identify contiguous sets of locations as brain regions where time series
from each location within a region are highly similar. This can also be relevant in other climate
data sets to identify contiguous groups of locations that share similar climatic conditions.
This problem requires taking into account the spatial proximity and the temporal similarity.
A number of questions need to be studied to address this problem. First, how to incorporate
spatial structure into the clustering process ? Second, how much importance needs to be placed
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on the spatial proximity and temporal similarity ? Third, how to handle spatial autocorrelation
due to which nearby locations in adjacent clusters tend to exhibit high similarity ?
2.3.5 Time point clustering in spatio-temporal datasets
The problem of time-point clustering is one where the goal is to discover groups of time points
in which the spatial data has a similar structure. This problem is particularly relevant in fMRI
datasets where the activity at every location in the brain is measured at every time point and the
time points can be grouped into clusters such that within a cluster the brain’s activity is highly
similar. This problem can also be referred to as ‘discovering brain states’.
In the case time point clustering one could potentially use the information from all spatial
locations or use only a relevant part of them to group time points.
Using full spatial data
Consider the example shown in Figure 2.4 where the activity measured in space is shown in four
different colors at 5 different time points {t1, t2, t3, t4, t5}. Notice that the activity profiles of
t1, t2, and t5 are very similar and that of t2 and t4 are also very similar. Discovering these two
groups of time points is the objective of the time point clustering (using full space information).
When the entire spatial data can be used from each time point for clustering, this is similar
to traditional clustering schemes except that there is a spatial structure among ‘attributes’ and
adjacent attributes take highly similar values. Traditional similarity measures that are designed
for independent set of attributes may not be effective in this case. Spatial maps from two time
points could match well with some minor adjustments that are similar in flavor to dynamic
time warping where temporal similarity is assessed allowing for some gaps. Another issue that
these approaches have to be cognizant about is the temporal autorcorrelation in the data and
hence similarity between time points that are non-contiguous is more interesting than similarity
between contiguous time points.
Using a subset of spatial data
In many cases the measurements from a subset of spatial locations may be relevant in grouping
time points. For example, only a small subset of brain locations are known to be active or
relevant during most cognitive tasks and so considering all the locations may introduce more
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Figure 2.4: Time point clustering problem with full ‘space’ data
noise than signal. Consider the example shown in Figure 2.5 where activity measured in space
is shown in two different colors at 5 different time points {t1, t2, t3, t4, t5}, where the white
and black pattern in the background is noise. Notice that when the colored groups of locations
are considered, the activity profiles of t1, t2, and t5 are very similar and that of t2 and t4 are
also very similar. Discovering groups such as these where the similarity is shared only in a
sub-‘space’ is the objective here. Challenges discussed in the case of using full spatial data
are also relevant here. Approaches to use only a subset of spatial data for time point clustering
have to deal with additional challenges such as: i) identifying the subset of the spatial locations
that may be relevant ii) choosing appropriate similarity measures to assess similarity between
spatial locations.
Figure 2.5: Time point clustering problem with sub ‘space’ data
2.3.6 Dynamics in contours of active/interesting locations
A spatial location can be treated as ‘active’ when a measurement at a given time point is greater
than a threshold. Due to spatial auto-correlation adjacent locations for a given location tend to
be active simultaneously. The spread of this activity in the neighborhood can be termed as an
‘active region’. An active region can arise a time point and it can grow, shrink or shift spatially
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and finally vanish as time progresses. In several disciplines identifying dynamics in the contours
of active or ‘interesting regions’ is of interest. Such problems include identifying the dynamics
in contours of lakes over weeks that will allow one to track the status of a lake at any given time,
tracking eddies in oceans to discover the progress of an eddy over its lifetime, tracking dynamic
activity in brain regions to identify the span of activity in space and time.
Consider the example shown in Figure 2.6 where the active regions are shown in colors and
the background noise is shown as a gray noisy pattern. Here examples of the nature of change
in an active region over time is shown. These change include: growing, shrinking, merging,
splitting, moving, appearing and disappearing. Tracking these changes over time is the objective
of this problem. This problem involves two parts: i) identifying contiguous locations that are
‘interesting’ from a domain perspective. ii) tracking change over time.
Figure 2.6: Contour dynamics in spatio-temporal data
Challenges that are relevant to this problem are: i) Determining the nature change occurring
to an active region in successive time points. An active region can grow, shrink, split into
multiple active regions, dislocate or vanish altogether with time. ii) Multiple active regions that
are potentially present in each time point will introduce additional complexity iii) Additional
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challenges arise in determining an active region from a given spatio-temporal dataset with real
valued measurements. Although one could potentially use a threshold to determine locations
whose measurements are significantly high at every time point, real valued data can provide
additional information that can be useful in assessing the core of an active region or compare
the measurements across time points to increase the performance in tracking.
This problem is similar to multi-target tracking in computer vision and surveillance [40, 41,
42]. Recently, Faghmous et al. [43] proposed an approach that can discover and track eddies in
sea surface height datasets in the presence of noise and missing measurements.
2.3.7 Relationship between distant spatial locations
Distant locations can have highly similar time series. Identifying distant sets of contiguous lo-
cations that exhibit similarity in their time series is of interest in fMRI and climate data analysis.
Such long distance relationships can capture novel relationships among distinct parts of the sys-
tem and can potentially shed light on the governing relationships of the system. Long distance
negative correlations in climate variables are referred to as dipoles and they are known to be
useful in climate predictions. Long distance positive correlations in fMRI dataset are known to
reflect synergies between distinct brain regions that are known to perform specific functions.
These long distance relationships can be estimated using either the full time series or may
only be seen in smaller intervals.
Using full temporal data
Consider the example, shown in Figure 2.7 that shows time series from two distant regions
colored in blue and orange. The time series are not only similar within each region, but are
also similar between the two distant regions. Discovering such pairs of regions (containing
contiguous voxels) is the objective of this problem.
This problem can be broken down into two subproblems: i) Discovering sets of contigu-
ous locations that are highly similar within themselves ii) Estimating similarities between time
series that belong to these sets that are distantly located. It is important to note that breaking
down the problem in this fashion will not necessarily enable one to discover all interesting long
distance relationships in the data, because the first step can have a significant impact on the
relationships that can be discovered in the second step. Hence both these steps needs to be
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performed simultaneously.
Figure 2.7: Long distance relationships using full time series
This problem is very similar to the biclustering type problems where relationships between
two different sets of objects needs to be discovered. The goal of biclustering problem is to
discover a subset of genes and related conditions in which the genes are highly expressed. In
our case both genes and conditions are locations and ‘expression’ is analogous to a ‘interest-
ing relationship’ between their time series. One can potentially compute pairwise relationship
(e.g., similarity based on correlation or euclidean distance) between all locations and then use
standard biclustering approaches to discover long distance relationships. Such an approach
will have several limitations: i) It does not take into account the spatial relationship that exists
between different time series ii) Biclustering approaches will not take into account spatial au-
tocorrelation that exists among adjacent locations. iii) Biclustering is an NP-Hard problem and
so the scale of the resultant similarity matrix cannot be handled by existing approaches.
Using subset of time
In many domains such as neuroscience and climate long distance relationships are known to
exist in only small intervals in time. Consider the example shown in Figure 2.8 where the time
series from two distant regions colored in blue and orange are shown. Notice that the time
series within each region are highly similar, but across the two regions they are similar only
in the indicated interval. Discovering such pairs of regions where they share similarity in only
small intervals is the objective of this problem.
This is even more challenging than the above problem where the full time series is consid-
ered as the interval of interest needs to be discovered. One has to address the above challenges
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as well as additional challenges such as: i) Discovering relevant intervals where long distance
relationships are present iii) A region can share a similarity with two other regions in two dif-
ferent time intervals. Approaches have to be cognizant of issues such as this. iii) Compared to
a scenario where a relationship is expected to be found in an interval in lock-step fashion, the
scenario where lagged relationships may exist introduces additional computational overheads.
Figure 2.8: Long distance relationships found in small intervals of time series
2.3.8 Discriminatory analysis
The systems from which spatio-temporal datasets are collected are generally dynamic in nature
and so the system is bound to be in one state or another at any given time. Understanding these
states and identifying the differences between these states is crucial to our understanding of
these systems. The spatio-temporal problems discussed above can be useful in understanding
the state of a system in two different states. For example, in fMRI data, the temporal or spatial
clusters can be different when the subject is resting or while the subject is working on a task.
Similarly, they can be different in fMRI data obtained from healthy subjects and disease sub-
jects. In climate data, one can use discriminatory analysis to shed light on the different physics
based climatic models.
One could potentially study the difference between two states using any of the analysis de-
scribed above such as : i) Spatial clustering, ii) Time point clustering, iii) Dynamics of contours,
and iv) Long distance relationships. In Figure 2.9 we show an example where the blue and or-
ange region time series share a relationship in a short interval when the hypothetical system is
in a healthy state. This relationship does not exist when this system is in an unhealthy state.
Discovering such scenarios is the objective of this problem.
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Figure 2.9: Discriminatory analysis of long distance relationships
One could use approaches for the above problems on data collected from a system when it is
in healthy and unhealthy states and then compare the outcomes. However, this approach will re-
sult in multiple hypothesis testing all of which are not necessarily interesting and hence reduces
the statistical power of the findings. A systematic approach to directly search for scenarios that
are discriminating will not only be computationally efficient, but will also be statistically robust.
2.4 Conclusion
The problems defined above are very general and are relevant for multiple applications such as
studying brain functionality, climate change and crime patterns. As the focus of this thesis is on
analyzing brain fMRI data, we discuss the nature of fMRI data and the relevant neuroscience
questions in the following chapter.
Chapter 3
Mining fMRI Data
3.1 Introduction
Over the last decade, neuroscientists have treated the brain as a complex system with inter-
connected parts that interact to achieve brain functions (learning, memory, etc.) [14, 44, 45].
Discovering the principles underlying these interactions is critical to elucidating the neuronal
underpinnings of complex brain functions such as cognition and decision making as well as ad-
vancing the diagnosis and treatment procedures for mental disorders that are increasingly taking
a bigger toll on human life and health care budgets [16, 46].
The increasing availability of various neuroimaging data such as Functional Magnetic Res-
onance Imaging (fMRI) offers great opportunity to study brain connectivity and elucidate its
operating principles [47, 48, 11, 49, 50]. fMRI is a noninvasive imaging technology that mea-
sures the simultaneous amount of oxygen absorbed from hemoglobin in a human brain. The
amount of oxygen absorbed at a given location reflects its underlying neuronal activity, and
thus, fMRI allows to indirectly measure brain activity over time. Such brain activity data can
be represented by a time-series representing the activation values for a given location over time.
A typical fMRI recording consists of measurements from nearly 160,000 locations at 2 second
intervals for scan duration of 5 minutes. Each recording location is refereed to as a volumetric
pixel (voxel), a three-dimensional data point representing the brain activation on a regular grid
in three-dimensional space. Given that each voxel’s activation may be viewed as a time-series
developing time-series analysis tools for mining such data would allow us to discover brain
regions responsible for achieving specific tasks, discover the synergistic interactions between
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brain regions to achieve a task, explore the interactions that affect faculties like memory, cog-
nition, behavior, etc., and explore the role disrupted interactions between regions may play in
mental disorders.
A common practice in analyzing fMRI data is to build brain networks where nodes are either
static regions from a predefined atlas or those that are derived using data driven approaches on
the data collected from multiple subjects [11, 14, 46, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 44, 58, 13, 45].
Then the strength of the connection between any two nodes is defined using some similarity
measure (e.g., correlation between regions time series) to capture the degree of co-activation of
the two regions in question. Brain networks thus constructed (where nodes are brain regions
and edges are similarities) are studied for different subjects (at rest vs. while performing a task,
normal vs. subjects with mental disorder) to elucidate the underlying mechanisms driving a task
or a mental disorder.
Despite 20 years of research in fMRI and related datasets there is a prevailing dissatisfaction
in the community with the progress that is made in elucidating how the brain accomplishes its
functions [17]. The following are the limitations with the state-of-the-art techniques that are
typically used to analyze fMRI data: (i) Current approaches to construct networks rely on a
static definition of nodes (e.g., an anatomically derived brain atlas [1] or an ICA based atlas that
is designed from a population). In reality, these nodes could be subject specific and may possibly
evolve with time. (ii) Existing approaches treat brain regions as independent entities while in
reality adjacent (or nearby) locations share similar properties. (iii) Relationship between two
nodes may only exist in certain intervals, while current approaches compute relationship over
the entire duration of the scan for relationships between all pairs of brain regions. Recent
approaches have started considering scenarios where the connections can be dynamic. Yet
systematic approaches to explore such connections are lacking. (iv) Brain may undergo state
transitions and the connectivity and dynamics may be state-specific. (v) Brain networks evolve
with time and environmental factors. For example, when a person is learning a skill the brain
networks adapt to encode for the learned skill. Existing approaches do not take into account
this evolutionary behavior.
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Figure 3.1: Example of ICA components (borrowed from [2]).
3.2 Problems
Significant advances can be made to the state-of-the-art in studying brain’s functional archi-
tecture by discovering data driven brain regions, mining connections that can be complex and
dynamic, discovering brain states, and by modeling the evolutionary behavior of the brain. In
the following we present data science questions and challenges for each of these categories:
3.2.1 Defining data driven brain regions
In order to construct brain networks one needs to first define the nodes. These nodes in a
spatio-temporal context are contiguous group of voxels that exhibit highly similar time series.
Traditional approaches typically rely on anatomically defined brain regions or those that are
derived from Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [59, 2] that looks for sets of contiguous
voxels that exhibit independent time series. An example of ICA approach is shown in Figure 3.1,
where the components, i.e., voxels corresponding to the time series on the right, are shown on
the left size. These approaches have been shown to have high reliability when used on a group
of subjects but have low to modest reliability when subject level components are considered.
This problem entails discovering brain regions from the data where the goal is to find clus-
ters of contiguous voxels that share highly similar time series. Figure 3.2 motivates the need
for the discovery of data driven brain regions, by showing that the inferred connectivity can be
spurious otherwise. Using a traditional atlas, the strength of correlation between Frontal Mid-
dle and Parietal Superior regions shown in yellow in Figure 3.2(c) is 0.54. The time series are
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Figure 3.2: Impact of discovering data driven brain regions.
shown in Figure 3.2(a). A data-driven approach can find regions in ’red’ that have a significantly
stronger correlation of 0.93. The corresponding time series is shown in Figure 3.2(b).
This problem is challenging because of the spatial autocorrelation that is present in the
data and so determining the boundary of any region is non-trivial. Different brain regions can
have different sizes and handling this variability is also challenging since smaller regions can
potentially be missed when they are in the neighborhood of a larger region due to spatial auto-
correlation. Additionally the number of ‘true’ brain regions is unknown. Once brain regions are
determined for every subject independently, determining a population level brain atlas is even
more challenging, as it involves determining which regions in a subject’s brain relate to which
region in a different subject’s brain.
3.2.2 Studying connectivity in the brain
The goal here is to design a data-driven approach that can directly discover the existing func-
tional connections between distant brain regions in fMRI data. A number of challenges need
to be addressed. First, the search space can be intractable since connectivity can exist between
any two sets of brain regions. Second, spatial contiguity needs to be taken into account. Third,
the nature of connectivity is not known. Brain connectivity in temporal domain can potentially
be a linear, non-linear, lagged or a transient relationship. An illustration of transient connec-
tivity between multiple brain regions is shown in Figure 3.3. Here the time series from two
anatomical brain regions are found to be highly correlated (r > 0.8) in multiple intervals and
not highly correlated in other intervals. This suggests that the two brain regions are functionally
connected only transiently. Discovering such relationships and the groups of brain regions that
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Figure 3.3: Transient connections.
exhibit such transient relationships is the focus of this thesis.
3.2.3 Discovering brain states
Approaches that can detect the time points at which a brain switches its state using spatio-
temporal fMRI data can shed light on the operating principles of the brain. Novel approaches
where a change point can be identified given a time series have been developed. Here there
are two new aspects that need to be dealt with: i) We need to determine the change point by
taking into account the time series collected from all the locations in the brain ii) We need to
incorporate spatial information into the data mining techniques. Additionally, change may not
necessarily manifest in the raw fMRI time series, but rather in high level properties such as
connectivity or community structure. Figure 3.4 illustrates this with an example by showing
that there are several sliding windows where the brain networks are highly similar. Here pair-
wise euclidean distance between functional networks are constructed. Blue color in the figure
represents high similarity. The black squares show the time intervals where the brain networks
are highly similar and hence can be treated as brain states. The notion of brain states can also be
defined based on ‘subspace’ similarities, such as similarity in the activity of a subset of voxels
or brain regions; similarities in the subnetwork computed in sliding windows.
3.2.4 Modeling the evolutionary behavior
Another problem that is of interest in studying fMRI data is one of tracking how brain networks
adopt to external environment with time. For example, when a skill is being learned one can
be interested in how the brain encodes this skill in its network. This will aid in increasing
our understanding of the brain’s cognitive functionality. This requires longitudinal analysis of
the relationships among brain regions, where changes over time (inter-scan periods) need to
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Figure 3.4: Illustrative example of brain states.
be investigated. Longitudinal analysis in this case is challenging because the functional brain
networks are non-stationary in the intra-scan periods. Learning inter-scan differences while
accounting for intra-scan variability is a challenging problem.
3.2.5 Discriminative analysis
A common problem that is studied in the neuroimaging community is that of discovering the
properties of the brain network that is different two different samples, e.g., disease vs. healthy,
resting vs. involved in a task. These difference could exist at many levels such as brain regions,
connections, transient connections, network properties, sub-networks etc. In Figure 3.5 we
show the correlated intervals found between brain regions 51 and 55 in rest and cartoons data
with the help of double sided arrows where the left and right arrows indicate the start and end
points, respectively. Between the resting state and watching cartoons there is a large difference
in the amount of time the two time series are correlated. This suggests that these two regions
exhibit synergy more when the subject is watching cartoons than when the subject is resting.
Region 51 is a middle occipital region (left), referred to as the visual V1 system, is well known
for its role in processing spatial information, where as region 55 is fusiform (left) that is known
for its role in object and color information processing [60]. These two regions that handle
different aspects of visual information processing can be hypothesized to work synergistically
in processing visual information while the subject is watching cartoons.
Approaches to discover such differences between two sets of brain scans while subjects are
resting or working on a task can help understand the role of brain regions and their interactions.
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(b) Watching cartoons
Figure 3.5: Comparison between resting state and task scenarios
In addition, they can help increase our understanding of complex mental disorders and aid in
designing effective treatment strategies.
3.3 Conclusion
In this dissertation we address a subset of the problems discussed above. Specifically, we fo-
cus on designing data mining approaches to discover transient relationships between brain re-
gions. We show that the approaches presented in this thesis are effective and efficient. We
show the utility of these approaches in discovering reliable and replicable patterns by testing
our approaches on multiple datasets that are collected on different sample sets and at differ-
ent locations using diverse acquisition protocols. We also study the utility of these approaches
in capturing differences between resting state and task scenarios. We also evaluate the use of
our approaches in studying differences between healthy and schizophrenia subjects in a limited
setting.
Chapter 4
Discovering groups of time series that
share similarity in multiple small
intervals
4.1 Introduction
Time series data has become increasingly ubiquitous during the last two decades in several
domains including climate, bioinformatics, social media and neuroimaging [23, 6]. The data
mining community has studied several problems pertaining to analyzing time series data [24, 6].
They include clustering [25, 26], classification [27], anomaly detection [28], forecasting [29],
and segmentation [30]. The focus of this chapter is to address the problem of discovering groups
of time series that share similar behavior in multiple small intervals of time. We refer to such
groups as ‘intermittently coherent time series’ in the rest of this chapter.
In a complex dynamic system different groups of entities in the system may behave coher-
ently for short intervals of time to achieve a specific objective. For example, in a human brain, a
brain region can be treated as an entity and the amount of activity measured over time at a brain
region could be treated as its behavior. Multiple brain regions are said to behave coherently for
a short period of time when the time series of their activity levels become highly similar within
this time period. Consider the hypothetical example shown in Figure 4.1, that depicts four time
series each with 200 time points. These time series do not appear to be similar when all the 200
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Figure 4.1: Four time series exhibiting intermittently coherent behavior. (All figures in this manuscript
are best seen in color.)
time points are considered. However, in the time intervals from 51 to 90 and from 141 to 180
they exhibit high similarity. If such time series represent activity levels of brain regions over
time (measured using fMRI technology) the corresponding brain regions could be hypothesized
to work together to accomplish a specific task [61].
The problem of discovering groups of intermittently coherent time series from a given time
series data set has two characteristics: i) There are exponentially many combinations of time
series that needs to be explored to find these groups, ii) The groups of time series of interest
need to have similar behavior only in some subsets of the time dimension.
Pattern mining approaches that have been studied in the context of market basket data [62,
22] address these two characteristics directly. The goal of these approaches is to find groups
of items that occur together in many transactions (i.e., they are frequent itemsets). These tech-
niques explore the combinatorial nature of the search space in a systematic fashion relying on
the Apriori principle [62] that guarantees that if an item set is frequent then all of its subsets
are frequent too. However, these pattern mining approaches have been designed to work with
binary features, that indicate whether an item is contained in a transaction or not. Recently, they
have also been explored for continuous valued datasets [63], but there is no existing framework
that works with time series data.
In this chapter we generalize the well studied frequent pattern mining techniques to work
with time series data in order to discover all groups of objects whose time series are intermit-
tently coherent. Specifically we use a sliding window based approach and we propose the notion
of support for time series data with a goal of capturing intermittent coherence for a candidate
group of time series. Using this, we provide an Apriori based framework that can discover all
groups of intermittently coherent time series such that the total length of coherent intervals for a
group is longer than a given window-based threshold. We evaluate our approach on a synthetic
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dataset and show its effectiveness in discovering all the desired intermittently coherent groups
in comparison to that of alternative approaches. We then show the utility of our approach on a
real world neuroimaging dataset, where we demonstrate that our approach can be used to dis-
cover significantly reproducible groups from independent sets of time series data collected from
the same set of subjects. On the same dataset, we show its effectiveness in comparison with an
alternative approach. We also demonstrate the utility of our approach on an S&P500 weekly
stock prices data set.
The following are the key contributions of this chapter:
• A novel approach to quantify the duration of intermittent coherence for a given set of time
series.
• A systematic framework for discovering all groups of time series that exhibit intermittently
coherent behavior.
• Comparative evaluation of the proposed approach with alternative approaches to demonstrate
its effectiveness on synthetic and real world datasets.
This chapter is organized as follows: In section 2, we formally define the problem. We
present alternative approaches and the proposed approach in sections 3 and 4, respectively. In
section 5, we present the evaluation of our approach on two real world datasets. We conclude
with section 6.
4.2 Problem Formulation
Consider a set of observations made on n objects {I1, I2, . . . In} at m different time points
{t1, t2, . . . tm}. Let the observations made on ith object Ii be represented as a time series
di = (di1, d
i
2, . . . d
i
m). Let D be a matrix whose columns are the vectors di, ∀i ∈ (1, . . . , n).
Consider a time window of length window-length ω that is moved across the time series in steps
of size s. Our goal is to find those subset of objects {Ij1 , Ij2 , . . . Ijp} such that the time series
observed on these objects behave ‘similarly’ in at least a user provided number of windows.
A number of different ways of characterizing “similarity” for time series have been studied in
the literature [64, 6]. We will use Pearson’s correlation as a measure of similarity between two
objects for a given time interval in this chapter. A given set of objects is deemed to behave
similarly if the minimum of the pairwise correlation of all the time series obtained from these
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objects is above a user provided correlation threshold.
4.3 Alternative Approaches
To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing approach that can directly discover all groups
of time series such that for every group there are sufficiently many time windows in which all
constituent time series exhibit sufficiently high correlations among themselves. In this section
we outline possible approaches that can help one find such groups.
Clustering of time series data is one way to determine groups of time series that are highly
correlated. Traditional clustering approaches like k-means, hierarchical and density based clus-
tering are often used with time series data sets by choosing an appropriate measure of similarity.
Several similarity measures such as dynamic time warping, euclidean distance, and correlation
have been studied in the literature [6, 64]. Note that these similarity measures have also been
used to capture lagged relationships in the data which is not the focus of the problem that is
being studied. Nevertheless, these techniques cannot capture the similarity (high correlation) in
small time intervals, as they take into consideration the full time series available.
Frequent pattern mining techniques can be applied to time series data after binarizing the
data using a suitable threshold. Consider a matrix D whose columns are the time series vectors
di for every object i, and whose rows are time points. Using a binarization threshold this matrix
can be converted to D0/1 where an element takes a value 1, if its value in D is greater than the
binarization threshold, and 0 otherwise. Frequent pattern mining on this data can explore all
combinations of objects, but it is limited to capturing groups of objects whose value is beyond
a threshold for a number of time points that is greater than a user provided threshold. This
approach does not directly look for intermittently strong correlations, i.e., time intervals where
the time series are highly correlated among them. Moreover, the binarization threshold based
similarity cannot capture correlations in the full time series, let alone the intermittently strong
correlations. Therefore the traditional binary pattern mining technique applied on a binarized
version of time series data is not suitable to address the problem at hand.
Alternatively, one can use frequent pattern mining techniques on time series clusters ob-
tained from sliding time windows. To achieve this, one can use a sliding time window of a
chosen length and compute time series clusters within each window, by moving the window
in steps of a predetermined size along the length of time series. These clusters can be used to
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construct a binary matrix CT , where each row is a cluster and each column is a time series.
A value of 1 in the matrix indicates the presence of time series in the corresponding cluster.
Frequent pattern mining can then be used on this CT matrix to find groups of time series that
participate together in the same cluster for sufficiently many time windows. This approach has
the potential to recover groups of time series that share high correlations in many windows. A
challenge with this approach is that it is not trivial to determine the choice of number of clusters
within each sliding window. One can construct a scenario where there are different number
of clusters in different sliding windows and this approach will not perform well in such a case.
Moreover, in windows where there are no high correlations among the time series, this approach
will find spurious clusters and so the resultant groups discovered could be potentially spurious.
4.4 Pattern Mining Framework
Discovering groups of time series that behave similarly for at least a given number of time points
is a challenging problem. It requires searching through all combinations of objects as well as
determining intervals in time at which the objects in question behave similarity. These chal-
lenges have been addressed in market-basket data sets by frequent pattern mining techniques.
Market basket data captures the items purchased in a transaction in a binary data matrix X ,
whose columns are items in a market, and whose rows are transactions, and whose elements
Xij have a value 1 indicating the presence of an item j in a transaction i, and a value 0 other-
wise. The goal of frequent pattern mining techniques is to discover all subsets of items (also
referred to as itemsets) that are purchased “frequently”. The ratio of the number of times a set
of items are purchased together to the total number of transactions is treated as the support of
an itemset. A user provided support threshold is used to determine whether a given item-set
is frequent. A transaction in which all the items in an itemset in question are present is said to
“support” the itemset.
A standard pattern mining approach that is widely used with binary data sets is the Apriori
algorithm [62]. At the heart of this approach is the Apriori principle that guarantees that if a
set of items are not frequently purchased together, then any bigger set that includes this set is
not frequent. This is due to the anti-monotonic nature of the support measure, i.e., support
of a given set of items is less than equal to the support of any of its subsets. Relying on this
principle, the Apriori algorithm builds item sets bottom up, where it starts with all single items
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and filters out items that are not frequent. It then groups the frequent single items to enumerate
candidate item-pairs and then evaluates them to select those pairs that are truly frequent. Then
candidate item-triples are enumerated from the frequent pairs by joining the pairs that share
one item and the frequent triples are determined by filtering out the infrequent ones from the
candidate triples. In this fashion it constructs higher-order sets until no more bigger sets can
be enumerated. Note that the higher order candidate itemsets are only enumerated from the
frequent itemsets at a given level. This reduces the number of candidate itemsets effectively.
By systematically pruning the search space of all possible combinations of items, this approach
can efficiently discover all possible itemsets that are frequently purchased together.
4.4.1 Designing a notion of support for time series data
The key difference between market basket data and time series data is that in market basket data
we have a binary vector (a column in X) for every item indicating its presence in each of the
transactions, while in time series data we have a time series di with continuous values for an
object Ii. In the case of market basket data, supporting transactions for a given set of items can
be determined by computing the intersection of the transactions in which each of the individual
items are present. This is not trivial with time series data. Moreover, the goal is to identify the
intervals during which a high correlation is exhibited.
Here we use a sliding window based approach to compute coherence between time series
for each window. Specifically, we choose a window-length ω to determine the duration of a
window and to move the window across the time series in steps of size s. For example, the
first window captures the time points (t1, . . . , tω) and the second window captures the time
points (ts+1, . . . , ts+ω). We refer to each window using the index of the ending time point. For
example, the first two windows are referred to as wω and ws+ω. For a given time series di of
length m, using a choice of window length ω and a step size s, the set of windows is referred to
as wi = (wiω, w
i
ω+s, . . . w
i
m−ω
s
+1
).
We treat each window as a transaction in traditional frequent pattern mining. To determine if
a window supports a group of time series we need to estimate if the group of time series exhibit
high coherence within this window. We perform this by computing the pairwise correlations
between the time series for a given window. A window is said to support a group of time
series if the minimum of the pairwise correlations is greater than a user-provided correlation
threshold γ. The number of time windows that support a group of time series is referred to as
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Figure 4.2: Example to illustrate the notion of ts− support with ω = 30, s = 10 and γ = 0.8.
ts−support. Formally, ts−support for a set of objects S ∈ {I1, . . . In} is defined as follows:
ts− support(S, ω, s, γ) =
m−ω
s
+1∑
i=ω
1minpwc(S,wi)≥γ (4.1)
where minpwc(S,wi) is the minimum of the pairwise correlations between objects in the set S
for the window wi. 1minpwc(S,wi)≥γ is 1 when minpwc(S,wi) is greater than a user provided
threshold γ, 0 otherwise. Note that the windows that support a given set of time series are the
windows in which the given set exhibits sufficiently high correlations. Greater the ts−support
of a set of objects, longer is the duration of sufficiently high correlations among them.
We illustrate the notion of ts − support with the help of an example shown in Figure 4.2.
Here two time series are shown for which ts − support needs to be estimated. The choice
of window length ω = 30, step size s = 10, and correlation threshold γ = 0.8 are used. In
the first window w30 spanning (t1, . . . t30) the time series has a correlation 0.6. The second
window spans w40 spanning (t11, . . . t40) and the two time series have a correlation 0.4 in this
window. Similarly, for the third and fourth windows, w50 and w60, the correlations are 0.82 and
0.83, respectively. Only the third and fourth windows, w50 and w60, contribute to support as
their correlation surpasses the γ threshold. Therefore, ts − support for the time series in this
example is 2.
Antimonotonicity of the ts − support measure allows us to use the Apriori framework to
enumerate all frequent groups of time series.
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4.4.2 Antimonotonicity of ts− support
We now prove that the ts − support measure we defined above is anti-monotonic so it can be
used in an Apriori like framework [62] to discover all subsets of time series that satisfy a given
ts− support threshold, γ.
Theorem 4.4.1 ts − support(S, ω, s, γ) measure decreases monotonically as new items are
introduced for a given set of time series S, window length ω, step size s, and a pairwise corre-
lation threshold γ.
Proof Consider a new set S′, such that S′ = S ∪ x.
A window wi that does not contribute to ts − support(S, ω, s, γ), i.e., minpwc(S,wi) <
γ, will not contribute to ts − support(S′, ω, s, γ) because the minimum pairwise correlation
minpwc(S,wi) will not increase as a new time series x is introduced to the set S.
A windowwi that contributes to ts−support(S, ω, γ), i.e., minpwc(S,wi) ≥ γ, will either
contribute or not contribute to ts− support(S′, ω, s, γ) depending on how the new time series
x affects the minimum pairwise correlation. If minpwc(S,wi) ≥ γ and minpwc(S′, wi) ≥ γ,
then ts−support(S, ω, s, γ) = ts−support(S′, ω, s, γ), otherwise ts−support(S, ω, s, γ) >
ts− support(S′, ω, s, γ).
Therefore, ts− support(S, ω, s, γ) ≥ ts− support(S′, ω, s, γ)
4.4.3 Apriori-based approach for time series data
Using the above notion of computing support from time series data we now describe a gen-
eralized Apriori algorithm that can work with time series data. First, we start with all pairs of
objects and then evaluate their ts−support to determine the pairs that are interesting. Note that
the original Apriori starts with single items and determine frequent itemsets. Here we cannot
filter at the first level because we need at least two time series to determine similarity and so we
start by enumerating all pairs. Once the frequent pairs (i.e., pairs with ts − support ≥ γ) are
determined, we then enumerate the candidate triples as is done in a traditional Apriori algorithm
[62] by joining interesting pairs that share one object. This approach continues until no more
bigger frequent sets are found.
The algorithm is outlined here:
Step 2 enumerates all possible pairs, while steps 3-6 compute the support of a pattern and
determine the frequent pairs that satisfy the support criteria, ts−support(csk, ω, γ) ≥ σ. Steps
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Algorithm 1 Time Series Pattern Mining
Input:
i. D, a real valued time series data matrix of size |m × n|, where columns are items
I = {I1, I2, . . . In} and rows are time points T = {t1, t2, . . . tm}
ii. σ, a support threshold
iii. ω, window length
iv. γ, minimum correlation threshold
Output:
All subsets of objects with ts− support ≥ σ
1. k = 2
2. CSk = {(Ii, Ij)|i 6= j, Ii ∈ I, Ii ∈ I}
3. for each candidate csk ∈ CSk do
4. compute ts− support(csk, ω, s, γ) using Eq. 4.1
5. end
6. Sk = {csk|csk ∈ CSk ∧ ts− support(csk, ω, s, γ) ≥ σ}
7. while Sk 6= ∅ do
8. k = k + 1
9. CSk = Apriori− gen(Sk−1)
10. for each candidate csk ∈ CSk do
11. compute ts− support(csk, ω, s, γ) using Eq. 4.1
12. end
13. Sk = {csk|csk ∈ CSk ∧ ts− support(csk, ω, s, γ) ≥ σ}
14. end
15. Result =
⋃
Sk
7 through 14 enumerates candidates and determines frequent bigger patterns in an iterative way,
until no bigger frequent patterns can be found.
4.4.4 Handling issues due to highly similar time series
Note that in a given dataset there could be groups of time series that are correlated when all the
time points considered. For example, in stocks data many stocks that belong to a given sector
(e.g., health sector) could exhibit high correlations for the entire duration of time considered.
These groups will have high value for our newly defined notion of support and will make it
computationally hard to discover the low support patterns that are sufficiently correlated for a
relatively shorter amount of time. To avoid finding these groups (that can be more easily found
using alternate techniques), we add an additional constraint to our approach that discards any
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candidate set that has two objects Ii and Ij whose full time series di and dj have a correlation
that is greater than a user provided full− corr− thresh, before computing their support. This
is achieved by filtering out such candidates immediately after the candidates are enumerated in
steps 2 and 9 of Algorithm 2.
4.4.5 Handling artifacts due to globally similar behavior
In many cases high correlations among all the time series in an interval can be induced due to a
global event in the system. For example the 2007-2008 recession induces a similar behavior in
most of the stocks, and any windows that contribute to ts − support in this period will inflate
the support even though the event is not specific to the candidate pattern. Similarly, motion
related artifacts create global patterns in neuroimaging data [65]. There is a need to control for
windows that have such globally similar behavior from contributing towards the ts− support.
One approach to address this challenge would be to discard all windows that capture a globally
similar behavior and work with the remaining windows. Another approach is to weight the
windows depending on how similar the behavior of a candidate set for a window is to the global
behavior (e.g., correlation between mean time series for a candidate set with that of the entire
set). In the context of market basket data this will be akin to developing a weighted version in
which transactions that have too many items provide no support (former approach) or smaller
support (later approach). We use the former approach and we show its utility in finding groups
of time series that exhibit intermittent correlations not due to a global scenario in Section 5.3.
This is achieved by ignoring those windows whose median of pairwise correlations between all
the time series is greater than a global− corr− thresh threshold. We incorporate this into our
definition of ts− support as follows:
ts− support(S, ω, s, γ, global − corr − thresh) =
m−ω
s
+1∑
i=ω
1(minpwc(S,wi)≥γ)&(mediangpwc(wi)≤globalcorrthresh) (4.2)
where mediangpwc(wi) is the median of the pairwise correlations between all objects in the
set I for the window wi.
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4.5 Evaluation
Designing a thorough evaluation pipeline is a challenge for the problem at hand as is the case
with many unsupervised algorithms. We used a synthetic dataset to highlight the key strength of
the proposed approach and the weakness of competing approaches. The lack of ground truth in
real world datasets limits us from directly comparing the groups of time series discovered using
the proposed and the competing approaches. However, we performed a comparative evaluation
the quality of the discovered groups. Using a neuroimaging time series data collected from same
set of subjects at two different time points we studied the replicability of the findings which is
necessary to test the validity of the results. In addition to this, we demonstrate the utility of our
approach using a case-study on S&P stocks data.
4.5.1 Evaluation on a Synthetic Dataset
Data: We first created a random 400x10 matrix R, where rows are time points and columns are
time series, by sampling each element from a uniform distribution with a range [0 1]. Each time
series is further smoothed by computing the value at a time point t as the average of neighboring
points from t − 5 to t + 5 to incorporate temporal auto-correlation that naturally exists in real
world time series datasets, i.e., consecutive time points in a time series have similar values.
We then impute four sets {(1, 2, 3, 4), (5, 6), (7, 8), (9, 10)} of strong correlations for 120 time
points (separate intervals of length 60 and 60). This is done for every set by copying the first
time series for a chosen set of 60 contiguous time points in the other members of the set with
a small amount of additive noise sampled from a Gaussian distribution with a mean of 0, and a
standard deviation of 0.01. The four groups of time series are shown in Figure 4.3. The regions
of time series shown in bold curves in each of these groups are the imputed highly correlated
intervals that we expect the following approaches to capture.
Approaches: We used three other competing approaches, in addition to the proposed approach:
1. K-means clustering (K-means)
We clustered the set of 10 time series into four clusters using correlation as a distance metric.
We clustered them into four groups as the number of groups that were imputed was also four.
2. Apriori on binarized time series (Apriori-R0/1)
We first constructed a binary matrixR0/1 using a threshold on matrixR and then found maximal
frequent patterns of time series using a support threshold. We considered the following choices
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Figure 4.3: Four groups of synthetically generated intermittently correlated time series: (i)
{1, 2, 3, 4} (ii) {5, 6} (iii) {7, 8} (v) {9, 10}. Regions of the bold time series are the correlated
intervals.
of quantile based thresholds from the matrix R: {0.5, 0.55, 0.6, 0.65, 0.7}. A value in the
matrix R0/1 was 1, only if the corresponding value in R was above the chosen quantile based
threshold. We used a support threshold of 60 for consistency in comparison with the other
Apriori based schemes that are described below. For the sake of interpretability, we treat number
of rows supporting a pattern (not fraction) as it’s support for Apriori based methods.
3. Apriori on K-means clusters (K-means+Apriori)
We used a sliding window of length 30 that is moved along the time series in steps of size 1.
This resulted in 371 sliding windows. Within each window we considered the 10 time series
and clustered them into k clusters. Several choices of k were explored: k = {2, 3, . . . 8}. Each
cluster that has more than one member is then used to construct a binary CT matrix whose rows
are clusters and whose columns indicate time series. A value of 1 in this matrix indicates that
a time series was part of a cluster from the window in which it was discovered. We then found
maximal frequent sets of time series that were part of more than 60 clusters. Note that every
candidate set of time series can be supported by at most one cluster from a sliding window,
because k-means clustering is partitional in nature.
4. Time series pattern mining (TS-Apriori)
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We used a sliding window length ω = 30, step size s = 1, minimum pairwise length threshold
γ = 0.8, support threshold σ = 60.
The rationale for the choice of support σ = 60 in all the Apriori based approaches that work
with sliding windows (Apriori+K-means, and TS-Apriori) was that each input group has two
independent 60 time point long highly correlated intervals. With the chosen window length of
30, an interval of 60 time points will be visible in at least 30 sliding windows and together the
two intervals (for a given group) will be visible for at least 60 windows. Therefore a support
of 60 should suffice to discover all the imputed groups. Apriori-R0/1 on the other hand does
not use sliding windows and treats each time point independently. Therefore, a support of 60 is
smaller than the sum of the duration of highly correlated intervals (120).
Comparison metrics: For each approach presented above, we evaluated two key factors: re-
coverability and spuriousness. Recoverability is the fraction of imputed groups that were dis-
covered. Only when an imputed group is a subset of a discovered group, an imputed group is
treated as a recovered group. Spuriousness is the fraction of discovered groups that were not
imputed, i.e., those discovered groups that are not subsets of any imputed group. For an ideal
approach, the recoverability is expected to be high (1) and the spuriousness is expected to be
low (0).
Observations: The recoverability and the spuriousness of the groups/patterns discovered using
the four approaches are shown in Table 4.1. For the full time series based approaches K-means
and Apriori-R0/1, the recoverability is poor and spuriousness is high. High spuriousness is
mainly because they take the full time series into account for finding groups and low recov-
erability is due to fact that the locally high correlations are not apparent when correlation is
assessed for the entire time series.
K-means+Apriori performs differently for different choices of k. When k is very small, the
recoverability is very poor and the spuriousness is very high. This is because the clusters in
each window are forced to be much bigger than the imputed groups and they support spurious
patterns in the Apriori framework. When k is moderate (k = 4, 5), the recoverability increases,
and spuriousness increases too. When k is high (k = 6, 7), the recoverability is relatively high,
and spuriousness is relatively low. This is because the clusters become smaller as k increases.
At the same time a high choice of k will not leave all the clusters intact, as it splits some
real groups into smaller clusters. This is the reason recoverability is only as high as 0.75, for
k = {4, 5, 6, 7}, and decreases to 0.5, for k = 8. In general, it can be noticed that more spurious
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Approach Parameters Recoverability Spuriousness
K-means k=4 0.25 0.5
Apriori q = 0.5 0.25 0.98
-R0/1 q = 0.55 0.25 0.86
(σ = 60) q = 0.6 0.5 0.81
q = 0.65 0.25 0.57
q = 0.7 0.25 0.20
K-means k = 2 0.25 0.96
+ Apriori k = 3 0.25 0.96
(σ = 60) k = 4 0.5 0.89
k = 5 0.75 0.57
k = 6 0.75 0.36
k = 7 0.75 0
k = 8 0.5 0
TS - γ = 0.8 1 0
Apriori
(σ = 60)
Table 4.1: Comparison with competing approaches
groups are found when the choice of k is low, and some real groups are missed when k is high.
Moreover, there are different number of imputed groups in different intervals. For example,
from Figure 4.3 it can be seen that for the interval 301 to 360, there are three groups that are
imputed, while there is only one group imputed in the interval from 201 to 260. Spuriousness
could also be a result of windows where there are no imputed groups, where K-means is forced
to find k groups in all windows. Therefore, using the same choice of k for all windows will not
yield a recoverability of 1 and spuriousness of 0 in this synthetic dataset. Even in cases where
same number of clusters are imputed in each window, choosing the right k is still nontrivial, as
a high k will result in low recoverability and a low k will result in high spuriousness.
For the proposed approach, TS-Apriori, the recoverability is 1 and spuriousness is 0, which
is the ideal scenario. This is mainly because it does not rely on clustering and it evaluates
the relationship between candidate groups for each window independently and so it is able to
recover all of the imputed groups without discovering any spurious groups.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison between pairwise global correlation and ts− support
4.5.2 Case study on Neuroimaging Data
Functional Magnetic Resonance Image (fMRI) data measures the amount of oxygen consumed
at every 2x2x2 mm cubic location in the brain (referred to as a voxel) and it is known to indicate
the amount of activity occurring at any location. Data from an fMRI scan can be represented
in the form of a time×voxel matrix B, where every element Bvij in the matrix indicates the
amount of neuronal activity occurring at a time point i and at a location represented by voxel j.
We used the dataset from [47] that contains 6 minute resting state fMRI scans from 27 healthy
subjects obtained at two different time points that are 9 months apart. We refer to the first
set of scans from 27 subjects as Scan 1 data, and the second set as Scan 2 data. The spatial
resolution of each fMRI scan was 2×2×2 mm and the temporal resolution was 2 seconds.
Several prepossessing steps have been performed on the data obtained from the scanner and
they have been elaborately discussed in [47]. In addition, following the approach in [66], global
mean time series is regressed from the data, as is done in most fMRI studies. The resultant
time×voxel matrix for each scan was of dimensions 180 × 160, 990. We further group voxels
into 90 brain regions based on an automated anatomical labelling (AAL) atlas provided by [1]
(see Table A.1 for a list of the brain regions). The resultant matrix, Br, for each scan was of
size 180× 90. We then appended the time series from each of the 27 scans from Scan 1 data to
get a 4860x90 matrix. Similarly we appended the time series from Scan 2 data to get another
4860x90 matrix.
Out of the 90 brain regions, a few brain regions that are related to visual system of the brain
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Figure 4.5: Patterns discovered using TS-Apriori and K-Means+Apriori
are found to be consistently correlated in earlier studies [67]. These set of brain regions with
highly correlated time series will introduce many high support patterns in our analysis and these
patterns are uninteresting in our case as they can also be discovered using time series clustering
techniques. In Figure 4.4 we show the global correlation and the corresponding ts − support
for all pairs of brain regions. The pairs of regions that are highly correlated (r ≥ 0.6) have a
ts − support ranging from 300 to 800. The strength of our approach lies in finding groups of
brain regions that exhibit similar behavior in multiple small intervals in time. Therefore, we use
a full − corr − thresh = 0.6 to prune all those candidates that have a high ts − support to
directly find those interesting groups that are otherwise unknown.
We used the proposed TS-Apriori with window-length ω = 30, s = 5, γ = 0.7, σ = 40
on Scan 1 appended time series data matrix and found 111 size-3 patterns. We also used K-
means+Apriori, that is the best of the competing approaches from our evaluation using synthetic
data, to discover intermittently correlated groups of time series from Scan 1 data, with k = 30
clusters in each window using parameters ω = 30, s = 5, and σ = 40 that are same as
those used with TS-Apriori. We discovered 75 size 3 patterns. The union of the 111 and 75
patterns discovered using TS-Apriori and K-means+Apriori approaches, respectively, results in
149 patterns and their support computed using the two approaches is compared in Figure 4.5.
Note that the support in K-means+Apriori and the ts−support in TS-Apriori can be compared,
because both of them represent the number of windows that support a group of brain regions
(γ > 0.7). Out of the 75 size 3 patterns discovered from K-means+Apriori, only 37 patterns
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Figure 4.6: Relationship between cluster size and its quality
have a ts − support ≥ 40 (49.3%, approximately). This suggests that the remaining 50.7%
patterns are spurious according to our objective of finding group of time series that exhibit
similar behavior in at least a given number of time steps. These patterns are shown above the
horizontal red dashed line indicating support ≥ 40 and to the left of the vertical dashed red
line indicating ts − support ≤ 40. This spuriousness is mainly due to the poor quality of
the clusters discovered, i.e., the minimum pairwise correlation of clusters is less than the γ
threshold used in TS-Apriori. Figure 4.6 shows the relationship between the clusters and their
quality (minpwc measure) from the windows they were discovered from. The clusters whose
minpwc is greater than γ = 0.7 threshold are those that lie above the dashed red line, while
those that have relatively poor minpwc lie below the red line. The 50.7% spurious patterns are
supported by these clusters that lie beneath the dashed red line in the figure.
One could argue that a smaller k can be used to ensure that all clusters have a minpwc ≥ γ.
However, a smaller k could potentially result in splitting naturally existing clusters in other
windows into smaller clusters. Even at the choice of k = 30, K-means+Apriori only recovered
37 of the 111 TS-Apriori patterns, indicating that the recoverability is only 29.7% (along with
spuriousness 50.7%). This is potentially due to the different number of natural groups that exist
in different windows and so these groups cannot be recovered using a uniform k for all windows.
On the other hand, our approach estimates the strength of correlation between the brain regions
in a set using minpwc measure and determines whether a window supports a pattern or not.
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Figure 4.7: ts− support of patterns found in Scan 1 and Scan 2 datasets
On Scan 2 dataset, using the same parameters as in Scan 1 dataset, we found similar ob-
servations where K-means+Apriori missed 54.5% (73 out of 134) of the patterns found by TS-
Apriori and 21.8% (17 out of 78) of the patterns found by K-means+Apriori were spurious. As
the recoverability and spuriousness of K-means+Apriori relies heavily on the choice of k, we
tried several additional choices of k, including k = 10, 20, 40, 50. We found that spuriousness
increases dramatically for lower choices of k, while very few of the TS-Apriori patterns were
discovered for higher choices of k. These observations are similar to those demonstrated above
using the synthetic dataset. These results highlight the limitations of the K-means+Apriori ap-
proach and the strengths of the proposed TS-Apriori approach on a real world dataset.
We further studied the similarity in the 111 and 134 patterns that were discovered from
Scan 1 and Scan 2 datasets, respectively. In Figure4.7 we compare the ts− support of the 178
patterns (union of 111 and 134 patterns) in Scan 1 and Scan 2 data. The color of each circle
in this figure is the correlation between the number of windows contributed from 27 subjects in
Scan 1 and Scan 2 datasets. There are 67 patterns that are common in the 178 patterns. This
overlap is very significant given the large number of possible size-3 patterns ((903
)
= 117, 480).
Using a hypergeometric distribution we computed that the probability of expecting an overlap
of 67 or more when 111 and 134 objects are drawn independently from a set of 117, 480 is less
than 10−12.
The correlations of contributions from subjects towards ts − support (in Figure 4.7) are
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weak. The average of the correlation of contributions for the 67 patterns that are common
is approximately 0.24. This is indicating that the contribution of subjects towards patterns
is different in different scans, and that both the scans do not have same information about
these patterns. This is inline with observations made by many studies that the reliability of the
correlations between time series computed from two scans of the same subject are poor [67, 47].
Despite this weak similarity between scans, the fact that these patterns have high support in
both the datasets suggests that an underlying neurological phenomenon could be driving these
patterns.
4.5.3 Case Study on Stock Market Data
We obtained the weekly closing stock prices of S&P500 companies over a 10-year period from
January 2000 to December 2009 (521 weeks) from Yahoo! Finance website. We then removed
those companies from this list for which only part of the data (less than 521 weeks) was avail-
able. We were left with 443 companies for which stock prices were available for all the 521
weeks. As the stock prices are at different scales, we normalized each time series di such that
d newit =
dit −min(d
i)
max(di)−min(di)
(4.3)
where, dit is the original stock price of stock i at time t, and min(di) and max(di) are the
minimum and maximum stock prices of stock i, respectively.
Discovering groups of companies that exhibit strong correlations in small intervals from a
span of 10 years could reveal novel direct or indirect relationships among companies. We found
that this stocks data has two key characteristics that can lead to the discovery of uninteresting
patterns: i) Two stocks that belonged to the same industry generally showed very strong cor-
relation during the 10 year period. For example, stocks APA and APC that belong to oil and
gas industry have a correlation of 0.95, approximately. Such groups can be directly discovered
using traditional clustering based schemes and are uninteresting for our purpose. ii) Certain
incidents affect all the stocks, e.g., the mortgage crisis, and so contribution of such windows
towards ts− support may lead to spurious and uninteresting patterns. Our approach addresses
the first problem by building candidates involving those companies whose minimum of 10 year
pairwise correlations is less than 0.6 (full − corr − thresh). The second problem is ad-
dressed by discarding the windows where the median of pairwise correlations for all companies
is mediangpwc is beyond 0.6. Under these conditions, using our time series pattern mining
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Figure 4.8: A selected Apriori-TS pattern generated from Stocks data set.
approach we found all groups of companies that share high correlations in at least σ = 80 time
windows, using ω = 30, s = 2, and γ = 0.8. There were 2965 size-2 patterns and 41 size-3
patterns.
Figure 4.8(a) shows one group of three financial sector companies American International
Group (AIG), The Chubb Corporation (CB), and Hartford Financial Services Group (HIG) that
was discovered in our analysis. In Figure 4.8(b) we show the minimum of pairwise correlation
(minpwc) among these companies for each window using a red-colored curve. The horizontal
dashed line in red indicates the γ threshold used to determine the windows that contribute to
the ts − support. The minpwc curve is above the γ line for windows that end in the time
points from 30 to 75, 140 to 150, 160 to 170, 185 to 195, 210 to 230 and 395 to 405, suggesting
that these stocks are highly correlated in these windows. It is interesting that these companies,
despite belonging to the same sector, exhibit relatively weak correlations for more than half the
time. The blue curve in Figure 4.8(b) indicates the median of the pairwise correlations among
all companies in each sliding window (mediangpwc(wi)). Note that for windows ending in
time points 145 to 150, 175 to 200, 210 to 220, and 460 to 470 this curve crosses the global-
− corr − thresh = 0.6 threshold, suggesting that almost all of the companies exhibit similar
behavior in these windows. Overall, 82 of the 492 sliding windows are discarded.
The three stocks AIG, CB, and HIG that belong to the finance sector are expected to behave
similarly for the entire duration. However, from Figure 4.8(b) it can be seen that during the first
80 weeks starting from the January 2000 they share a strong relationship. As time progresses,
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this relationship deteriorates and resurfaces due to several events that punctuate the time series.
In period 2004-2005 (250 to 300 time points) AIG faced civil actions from regulatory authorities
and later reached a settlement. AIG and HIG were hit by the financial crisis that occurred in late
2008 (400 to 450 time points). These events have impacted the stock prices and so they deviated
from the other stocks with which they exhibited similar behavior at the beginning of the decade.
The proposed approach allows one to discover such groups of intermittently correlated time
series.
4.6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this chapter we presented a pattern mining based approach for discovering groups of time
series that exhibit strong intermittent correlations. We have shown, using a synthetic dataset,
that the proposed approach is more suited to this problem than the competing approaches. Our
approach is guaranteed to discover all groups given a support threshold. We also demonstrated
the reproducibility of the groups found in fMRI data using two independent sets of scans ob-
tained from the same cohort of subjects. Using the same dataset, we also demonstrated that
the proposed approach directly searches for the desired groups and so it is effective in discov-
ering them in comparison to alternative approaches. We also show the utility of the proposed
approach on S&P 500 stocks dataset.
A number of aspects of the proposed framework need further investigation. The sliding
window based support is a surrogate to measure the extent of time for which a candidate set of
time series exhibit high correlations and it does not always accurately reflect the duration. Con-
sider two time series that exhibit high correlation in two non-overlapping windows. Consider
another example where the two time series exhibit high correlation in successive and overlap-
ping windows. Although the ts − support = 2 for both these examples, the total duration of
the strong correlation in the first case can be approximately twice that of the second, when the
step-size is small. To address this issue, approaches that can directly capture the time intervals
in which a given set of time series are highly correlated needs to be explored. The frequent
pattern mining framework introduces challenges in the context of noisy data, high dimensional
nature of the data, and continuous-valued nature of time series correlations. Existing pattern
mining approaches that address these challenges needs to be investigated for their use in time
series data.
Chapter 5
Evaluating Reliability and
Replicability of Transient Groups of
Brain Regions
5.1 Introduction
Resting state functional connectivity has been widely studied in the neuroimaging community
in the last decade [47, 48, 11, 49, 50]. Graph theoretic approaches that are widely used in
analyzing resting state fMRI data treat brain regions as node and pairwise correlation between
the time series from these nodes as edges in a functional network and study the properties of the
functional network [11, 14, 46, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 44, 58, 13, 45]. These approaches
have also been used to study differences between healthy and schizophrenia subjects. The
underlying assumption these approaches make is that the functional connections are stationary,
i.e., the strength of a functional connection does not change over the duration of the scan.
Chang and Glover [18] were among the first to report that the functional connections ex-
hibit non-stationarity. In the last couple of years, several efforts have been made to capture
the principles underlying non-stationarity of the functional relationship between brain regions.
These studies generally fall into three categories: i) Dynamics between two nodes ii) Dynamics
between more than two nodes iii) Dynamics at the level of a network.
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Hutchison et al. [68] studied the non-stationarity in a selected set of functional connec-
tions in resting state fMRI data in humans and macaques. Handwerker et al. [69] found that
there is periodicity in the strength of functional connection that changes with time. They also
found that different connections exhibit different periodicities. Note that Hutchison et al. [68],
Handwerker et al. [69] and Chang and Glover [18] have studied dynamics at the level of one
connection (between two nodes) at a time.
Recently, Jones et al. [70] studied the hypothesis that at every instance brain exhibits mod-
ular architecture. They discovered modules in each time window and then they grouped these
brain regions into four major categories based on their module membership. This approach cap-
tures the modularity at the level of individual sliding windows, but collapses this fine granular
information into four groups of regions. Note that this approach studies dynamics at the level
of modules generally involving more than two nodes.
Allen et al. [71] studied the hypothesis that the functional network transitions through
various states over time. They clustered functional networks estimated in small time windows
to shed light on the different brain states. Bassett et al. [3] showed that when a motor task is
being learnt, the success of learning is associated with the core-periphery structure where the
core is stationary and its relationship with the periphery is transient. This study explored the
changes in the functional network with respect to a learning task. Note that Allen et al. [71]
and Bassett et al. [3] explored dynamics at the level of a network.
The focus of this chapter is to study the dynamics that exists between two or more brain
regions. One way to study dynamics that involve multiple brain regions is to discover all com-
binations that share similarities in at least a given number of time windows. This is illustrated
with the help of a toy example in Figure 5.1. The time series data in this figure has 5 time
series, corresponding to 5 hypothetical brain regions. Four combinations of these time series
are shown in the figure. Consider that the time window of interest is equal to the shaded region
in combination 1 and that there has to be at least one such time window for a combination to be
interesting. Combination 1 has three time series (one blue and two green) that share similarity
in the shaded interval. Combination 2 has three time series (one blue and two red) that share
similarity in the shaded interval. Combinations 3 and 4 do not share any intervals of a length
equal to the shaded intervals in combinations 1 and 2. Therefore, only combinations 1 and 2 are
interesting given a fixed length interval and a constraint on the number of intervals. Note that
the blue time series participates in combinations 1 and 2, i.e., it is similar to green time series in
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Figure 5.1: Example combinations of time series
one interval and it is similar to the red time series in a different interval. Jones et al.’s approach
[70] can potentially find the combinations 1 and 2 as modules in the time windows where they
share high similarity. However, when the group the brain regions into groups based on shared
module membership the blue time series can only belong to one group. Due to this Jones et
al.’s approach [70] cannot exhaustively find combinations of brain regions that share similarity
in small intervals.
We have recently proposed a data mining approach to discover combinations of time se-
ries that share high similarity in multiple small intervals. In this chapter we study the utility
of this approach in exhaustively discovering brain regions that share similarity in resting state
data. We use multiple datasets: single subject multiple scans and group of subjects multiple
scans for this analysis. We study reliability and replicability of these combinations in differ-
ent settings. We also evaluate the utility of the combinations in explaining the differences in
healthy and schizophrenia subjects. Our results suggest that the reliability and replicability of
the combinations we find is significantly high. Our results also indicate that the reliability of
the combinations we find in their discriminative power to separate schizophrenia cases from
controls is also significantly high.
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5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Data sets
Control study
i) Single subject resting state data (SSRS-T1 + SSRS-T2) 10 scans of 5 min duration were
obtained from a healthy subject in five different sessions as part of the Anderson et al.’s [72]
study. Data acquisition details were discussed in [72]. The preprocessing steps include mo-
tion correction and regression, coregistration to MPRAGE; segmentation of gray matter, white
matter, and CSF; and normalization to MNI template brain, allowing removal by regression
of motion; physiologic, CSF, white matter, and soft-tissue signals; bandpass filtering between
0.001 and 0.1 Hz; and linear detrend at each voxel in the brain. We use an Automated Anatom-
ical Labeling (AAL) atlas that provides mapping from voxels to brain regions (see Table A.1
for a list of the brain regions). Using this we compute mean time series for each of the 90 brain
regions in the atlas.
We append all the scans (10 scans x 5 sessions) to get 250 minutes of scan data. We split
this data into two halves and refer to the first half as SSRS-T1 and the second half as SSRS-T2.
Group of subjects resting state data at T1 (GSRS-T1) + T2 (GSRS-T2) 6 minute rest-
ing scans were collected from 29 healthy subjects. 9 months later another set of 6 minute
scans were collected from the same subjects. The preprocessing steps performed on these scans
include motion correction, unwarping, 6mm spatial smoothing, voxelwise motion regression,
registration to MNI space and High-pass temporal filtering (0.008 Hz).
We append the first set of scans to get a population level data of 174 minutes. As above, we
use AAL atlas to get mean time series for 90 brain regions. We refer to this data as GSRS-T1.
We repeat this with the data collected in the second set, i.e., 9 months after the first set was
collected. We refer to this data as GSRS-T2.
Group of subjects S1 resting state data (GSRS-S1) + Group of subjects S2 resting state
data (GSRS-S2) 6 minute scans were also collected from 62 healthy subjects. The same
preprocessing steps that were used in GSRS-T1 and GSRS-T2 were used here. We append the
set of 31 subjects to get a population level data of 186 minutes. AAL atlas was used to compute
mean time series for 90 brain regions. We refer to this data as GSRS-S1.
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Similar steps were repeated for the remaining set of 31 scans. We refer to the resultant brain
region time series as GSRS-S2. Note that the preprocessing for all GSRS datasets was same
and it is different from SSRS data.
Case-Control study
The preprocessing pipeline included deletion of first 3 volumes to account for magnetization
stabilization; motion correction; B0 field map unwarping; slice-timing correction; non-brain
removal; motion regression; registration to standard MNI space. (check if we used wavelets).
i) Healthy vs. Schizophrenia HRS-T1 vs. SRS-T1 6 minute resting state fMRI scans were
obtained from 27 schizophrenia and 31 healthy subjects. The preprocessing pipeline included
motion correction; B0 field map unwarping; slice time correction; non-brain removal; spatial
smoothing (6mm); high pass filtering (50 s); registration to standard MNI space. We used AAL
atlas to compute mean time series for each of the 90 brain regions for each scan. We append
the 90 time series thus computed from each healthy subjects scan and refer to it as HRS-T1.
Similar steps were used for scans from schizophrenia subjects. We refer to this data as SRS-T1.
ii) Healthy vs. Schizophrenia HRS-T2 vs. SRS-T2 6 minute resting state fMRI scans were
obtained from the same set of 27 schizophrenia and 31 healthy subjects after 9 months. We
process the data as above to get HRS-T2 and SRS-T2.
Quantifying dynamics
We first define the notion of a sliding window that we use in quantifying dynamics. Sliding
window is characterized by its length and the step-size by which it is moved along the time
axis. If the time series is of length 60 time points, using a sliding window of length 30 time
points and a step-size of 10 points will result in four windows: 1 to 30, 11 to 40, 21 to 50, and
31 to 60. We first define the notion of ts-support that is useful in dynamics over a pair of time
series and then generalize it to more than two time series. Given a pair of time series from two
different brain regions, sliding window length and step-size, we first compute the correlations
between the two time series for all possible sliding windows. We then compute the fraction of
the sliding windows that have a correlation greater than a threshold (gamma). We refer to this
quantity as ts-support. This is illustrated in Figure 2. In this chapter we used a sliding window
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length of 15 time points (30 seconds) and a step-size of 5 time points (10 seconds). Ts-support
measure can be generalized to more than two time series, by considering the minimum of the
correlation among pairwise correlations between all time series within the window. The fraction
of windows that have a minimum correlation greater than a threshold is treated as ts-support.
Discovering all combinations
We rely on a popular frequent pattern mining framework, Apriori, to explore the set of all pos-
sible combinations of brain regions effectively. This approach explores the combinations in
a bottom-up fashion. Ts-support for pairs are estimated first and then interesting pairs (based
on a ts-support threshold) are determined. Using the set of interesting pairs triples are enu-
merated and the interesting triples are determined. This approaches progresses towards bigger
combinations in this fashion until no more bigger combinations satisfy the ts-support threshold.
The algorithm is formally presented in Atluri et al. [73]. This is shown to outperform other
competing techniques in capturing combinations effectively.
It is important to note that when a pair of brain regions (a,b) are correlated in all the windows
(i.e., the connections is static and not dynamic) and if either of them is correlated with a different
brain region (c) in a few windows, all three regions (a,b,c) will be found to be correlated in the
windows where (a,c) are correlated. This is driven by static connection (a,b). To avoid such
scenarios we ignored a combination if it consists of a pair of brain regions that are correlated in
at least half of the windows.
Reliability and Replicability analysis
Reliability and replicability is non-trivial to evaluate on a set of combinations discovered by our
approach due to the lack of control on the size of patterns. For example, a pattern (a,b,c) found
in one dataset while a pattern (a,b,c,d,e) could be present in another dataset, where a,b,c,d, and e
are hypothetical brain regions. In such cases, quantifying the similarity in discovered patterns is
non-trivial. Therefore, in this analysis we study patterns of size 3 and we refer to such patterns
as triples, henceforth. To study the reliability of triples at a group level we first appended time
series from scans from all subjects at T1 and then we computed ts-support for all possible triples.
We repeated the same process for T2 data. Using the ts-support in T1 and T2 data comparisons
can be made in two different ways to assess reliability. The first approach is to select all triples
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whose ts-support is ≥ 2% in T1 and T2 data and then compute the overlap between them. The
second approach is to select k triples with highest ts-support in T1 and T2, and then compute the
overlap between the two sets. In both of these cases, we compared the computed overlap with
that of an expected overlap that is obtained by randomly sampling the same number of triples as
in the original case and computing overlap between them. Replicability analysis was performed
similarly where we have sets S1 and S2. We appended the time series from all subjects in
S1 and computed ts-support of all triples. We repeated this for S2. Using the two different
approaches presented above we studied the replicability between S1 and S2. In this analysis
we only consider those triples whose ts-support is higher than the maximum of the expected
ts-support empirically computed after permuting the sliding window correlations among edges
of the regions in a triple.
Reliability and Replicability of Discriminatory analysis
We studied the utility of the triples in discriminating between schizophrenia and healthy sub-
jects. We appended the scans in HRS-T1 dataset and computed ts-support for triples in healthy
population. Similarly, we computed the ts-support for SRS-T1 dataset in healthy population.
We then computed the absolute difference between of ts-support for each triple in the two
groups. We then ranked the triples in the descending oder of the absolute difference in ts-
support. We repeated this for HRS-T2 and SRS-T2 datasets to get another order in the second
dataset. We evaluate the overlap between the top-k triples in T1 and T2 datasets. We did similar
analysis for ts-support in pairs and also for the correlation in pairs as is typically computed for
brain networks when they are assumed to be stationary. We compared these three scenarios with
each other and with respect to a corresponding null model.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Pattern analysis
Using datasets SSRS-T1, GSRS-T1 and GSRS-S1, we discovered the patterns whose ts-support
of 2% and several correlation thresholds 0.7, 0.75, 0.8 and 0.85. The number of patterns of
various sizes discovered at each of the above parameters in the above datasets is shown in
Figure 5.2 (a), (b), and (c). Note that as the correlation thresholds increase from 0.7 to 0.85
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Figure 5.2: Distribution of patterns at different correlation threshold choices in three datasets.
the number of bigger patterns are not present, because a higher correlation threshold potentially
reduces the number of windows that contribute to ts-support. The fraction of patterns (grouped
by size) in which each brain region participated in is shown in Figures 5.2 (d), (e), and (f).
The correlation threshold chosen here is 0.7, where there are bigger patterns. For patterns of
size 2 and 3, all brain regions are generally equally represented. This can be seen with all the
three datasets: SSRS-T1, GSRS-T1 and GSRS-S1. On the other hand, for bigger patterns, these
fractions are significantly different for SSRS-T1 and GSRS-T1. For SSRS-T1 frontal, parietal
and temporal regions are found to participate in patterns of size 5 and 6, while in GSRS-T1 and
GSRS-S1 predominantly visual regions are found to participate in patterns of size 5 and 6. This
difference in brain regions can be attributed to the fact that the comparison is in between single
subject data and the group level data. Notice that the group level patterns found in GSRS-T1
and GSRS-S1 show similar brain regions, suggesting that these are population level patterns.
We also performed experiments by fixing the correlation threshold (0.8) and changing the
ts-support threshold (2%, 4%, 6% and 8%). The distribution of patterns according to size at
various thresholds and the brain regions participating in patterns of different sizes are shown
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Figure 5.3: Distribution of patterns at different ts− support choices in three datasets.
in Figure 5.3. As the ts-support threshold is increased the number of patterns tend to decrease,
especially the bigger patterns tend to be non-existent. The difference in brain regions between
single subject data and group level data are also seen here.
5.3.2 Sample patterns
Figure 5.4 shows two patterns in which a region Right Frontal Medial Orbital participates in.
Figure 5.4(a) shows regions Right Frontal Medial Orbital (green), Left Frontal Superior Orbital
(red), Left Rectus (blue) and Right Rectus (magenta). Figure 5.4(b) shows regions Right Frontal
Medial Orbital (green), Left Frontal Superior Medial (red), Left Anteriori Cingulum (blue) and
Left Posterior Cingulum (magenta). These two patterns are found in both SSRS-T1 and GSRS-
T2 using a ts-support of 2% and a correlation of 0.7. The participating regions in each of these
groups exhibit similarity in approximately 3% of the windows in SSRS-T1. However the two
groups do not share any windows. This suggests that the Right Frontal Medial Orbital region is
involved in a transient relationship with two other sets of regions independently.
Figure 5.5 shows two patterns in which two regions Left Rolandic Operculum (red), Left
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Figure 5.4: Two sample patterns that share the same region ‘Right Frontal Medial Orbital’
(green).
Post Central (green) participate in. Figure 5.5(a) shows regions Left Rolandic Operculum (red),
Left Post Central (green), Left Supramarginal (blue) and Right Temporal Superior (magenta).
Figure 5.5(b) shows regions Left Rolandic Operculum (red), Left Post Central (green), Left
Paracentral lobule (blue) and Right Heschl gyrus (magenta). These two patterns are found in
SSRS-T1 and GSRS-T2 using a ts-support of 2% and a correlation of 0.7. The participating
regions in each of these groups exhibit similarity in approximately 2.7% of the windows. How-
ever the two groups share only 0.1% of the windows. This suggests that the rolandic operculum
and the post central regions are involved in two different groups generally independent of each
other.
These observations indicate that the transient relationships exist in groups of size greater
than two and that the participating regions can be involved in more than one group.
5.3.3 Reliability results
In order to study the reliability we cannot directly compare the patterns because a pattern found
in one dataset can be a subset of the pattern in another dataset. To quantify reliability and repli-
cability we first choose a pattern size and then compared the triples that pass a ts-support thresh-
old and a statistical significance threshold. In the following we show our results on patterns of
size 3. We repeated this analysis on size 2 patterns and we found very similar observations.
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Figure 5.5: Two sample patterns that share two regions: Left Rolandic Operculum (red), Left
Post Central (green).
We computed the ts-support measure for all triples among the 90 brain regions in the AAL
atlas. Of all the possible triples we found those that have a ts-support of 2% or more. We also
filtered out all the triples whose p < 10−3.
There are 1325 triples in SSRS-T1 and 1270 in SSRS-T2. There are 1271 triples in GSRS-
T1 and 1472 in GSRS-T2. We found that 936 triples are common between 1325 SSRS-T1
and 1270 SSRS-T2 triples. The likelihood of seeing such a huge overlap between two sets of
triples due to random chance is very negligible (p ≤ 10−10). On the other hand, 969 triples
are common between 1271 GSRS-T1 triples and 1472 GSRS-T2 triples. Even here the overlap
is highly statistically significant (p ≤ 10−10). This suggests that there is a large agreement
between the triples discovered in retest scans both at an individual level and at a population
level. The number of triples and their overlap within and across datasets are shown in Figure 5.6.
5.3.4 Replicability results
We found 1398 triples in GSRS-S1 and 1466 triples in GSRS-S2 out of which 1050 triples are
common. These 1050 triples can be treated as those triples that are generic in a population. Note
that the GSRS datasets are obtained using the same imaging protocol and the data was processed
using the same preprocessing pipeline. To study how different the triples vary across single
subject and a group of subjects we computed the number of triples that are common between
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Figure 5.6: Reliability and replicability of the triples.
SSRS-T1 and GSRS-T1. We found that there are 564 triples that are common between and that
this overlap is also statistically significant (p ≤ 10−10). Note that this overlap is smaller than
that of 1050 seen between GSRS-S1 and GSRS-S2. The 564 triples that are common between
SSRS-T1 and GSRS-T1 can be treated as the population level triples that are also seen in a
single subject. The reduction in the number of common triples from GSRS-S1 and GSRS-S2
to SSRS-T1 and GSRS-T1 can also be attributed to the fact that these datasets are collected
from different scanners and different preprocessing pipelines. We also found that the overlap
between SSRS-T2 and GSRS-T2 is 649 (p ≤ 10−10). Additional comparisons are shown in
Figure 5.6.
As noted earlier we found that the overlap between triples from two groups of subjects in
GSRS-S1 and GSRS-S2 is 1050. We computed the overlap between GSRS-T1 and GSRS-S1
to be 996 (p ≤ 10−10) and the overlap between GSRS-T2 and GSRS-S2 to be 1038 (p ≤
10−10). Note that these overlaps are similar in degree, suggesting the above observation that
the difference in scanners, preprocessing pipelines and the population vs. individual differences
can be lead to a significant reduction in the overlap in triples.
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Figure 5.7: Common triples using three different datasets.
We also found that the overlap between all four sets of triples from GSRS-T1, GSRS-T2,
GSRS-S1, and GSRS-S2 is 794 (p ≤ 10−10). This overlap is very highly statistically significant
because even when four sets of triples are used to study the overlap the reduction from overlap
of any two sets is small. Note that this overlap of 794 is more than that of 564 and 649 seen
between SSRS and GSRS sets. Another approach to assess reliability and replicability is to find
the overlap among top k triples in two sets of triples. Figure 5.7 shows these scores for various
choices of k for different sets of triples. A null distribution is computed based on computing
overlap between two arbitrarily ordered sets of triples. The real overlap curves are always higher
than that of a random scenario suggesting that the overlaps are statistically significant.
5.3.5 Reliability and replicability using top-k triples
Another approach to assess reliability (T1 vs. T2) and replicability (S1 vs. S2) is to select the
top-k triples with highest ts-support (and p ≤ 10−3) and to compute the overlap between the
two sets. We used this approach to assess similarity in the triples between the pairs of data sets
SSRS-T1 and SSRS-T2, GSRS-T1 and GSRS-T2, and GSRS-S1 and GSRS-S2 datasets. The
fraction of the top-k triples that are common between the two sets are shown in Figure 5.7. We
also computed an expected overlap between top-k triples in 1000 runs. Note that the expected
overlap is much smaller than 0.1, whereas all the overlaps are much higher.
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Figure 5.8: Common triples between single subject and multiple subject datasets.
We computed the overlap between single subject datasets (SSRS) and a group of subjects
datasets (GSRS). The overlap curves and the expected overlap are shown in Figure 5.8. The
overlap between these two sets is much smaller than that is seen in Figure 5.7. This observation
is consistent with our earlier analysis of replicability of triples with ts-support ≥ 2% between
single subject and group of subjects data.
We computed the overlap among GSRS datasets. These curves are shown in Figure 5.9. As
above, the real curves are much higher than the expected curves. The overlaps seen here are
similar to that of Figure 5.7, suggesting that the population level triples are highly replicable.
5.3.6 Brain regions that participate in triples
The nodes that participate in the top-k brain regions are shown in Figure 5.10. In the single sub-
ject datasets, frontal, occipital and parietal regions appear to participate in triples. In data sets
with multiple datasets occipital, temporal and some visual regions appear to participate. The
difference in the single subject to multiple subject datasets could be attributed to the differences
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Figure 5.9: Common triples between different datasets with multiple subjects.
in scanning protocols, preprocessing pipelines and the differences in single and multiple subject
scans.
5.3.7 Dynamics to explain difference between healthy and schizophrenia subjects
Similar to the GSRS-S1 and GSRS-S2 datasets we append the fMRI time series from 31 healthy
subjects in HRS-T1 and then discovered the interesting triples. We compared the ts-support of
the triples in time series obtained after appending fMRI data from 27 schizophrenia subjects
(SRS-T1). We then ranked the triples based on the difference in ts-support in healthy and
schizophrenia groups. We repeated this analysis on T2 data (HRS-T2 and SRS-T2) to get
another ranking of triples. We studied the overlap in this ordering based on discriminatory
nature of triples. This overlap curve is shown in Figure 5.11. In addition we provide overlap
curves from discriminatory analysis of full time series correlations (static pairs) and ts-support
of pairs (dynamic pairs). We compare these curves with their corresponding expected overlap
curves.
All the real overlap curves in Figure 5.11 are higher than the expected curves. The dy-
namic pairs and dynamic triples curves are above the static pairs curve. This suggests that the
replicability of discriminatory information in static connections is lower than that of dynamic
connections. Note that the dynamic triples and dynamic pairs have a very similar overlap curves.
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Figure 5.10: Nodes that participate in top-k triples.
However, note that the number of triples is 117,480 while the number of dynamic pairs is only
4005. Therefore, the statistical significance of overlap is triples is much more than that of the
dynamic pairs.
5.4 Discussion
Patterns of brain regions that exhibit similar activity in multiple small intervals of time are
studied in this chapter. We studied the nature of the patterns, their size and composition. In
addition, we evaluated the reliability of the patterns at a single subject level and at a population
level. We also studied the replicability of the patterns between two independent sets of samples.
We found that the patterns are significantly reliable and replicable. We also found that there a
significant amount of similarity in the patterns that are found in a single subject and a group of
subjects. We studied the reliability of the patterns that are different in schizophrenia and healthy
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Figure 5.11: Common triples that are discriminative between healthy and schizophrenia sam-
ples.
population. Our findings suggest a statistically significant level of reliability in the patterns that
are present to a different degree in schizophrenia and healthy populations.
Reliability of the patterns at a single subject and at a population level was significantly high.
Recently there is an increased interest in the neuroimaging community in studying reliability in
the several findings such as ICA components and connectivity differences between healthy and
disease subjects. Although non-stationary connections have been studied earlier, no existing
study has evaluated their reliability. Due to the non-stationary nature of relationships that are in
question, the patterns are not generally to the reliable. However, our finding of significantly high
reliability suggests that these patterns re-occur, indicating that some neurological principles
could be driving these patterns.
Most of the patterns at a single subject level are a combination of brain regions from frontal,
occipital and parietal areas. The population level patterns are predominantly a combination of
occipital areas. There are some frontal and temporal regions that participate in some com-
binations but it is relatively rare. As the subjects are resting it is non-trivial to explain this
phenomenon. However, we plan to study these patterns in the context of various tasks to be
able to interpret the patterns.
Reproducibility of the patterns across different sets of samples is significantly high. This
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has been studied in two perspectives: i) by considering all patterns of size-3 whose support is
greater than 2%, ii) by considering patterns with the highest ’k’ ts-support scores. The fact
that a highly significant fraction of the patterns are reproducible suggests that they capture the
general phenomenon happening in the brain. As above, we plan to study them in the context of
various tasks to understand the role these patterns play in terms of brain’s operations.
We found that there is also a significant overlap in triples between single subject and multi-
ple subject data, while the overlap is smaller than that is seen between two independent samples.
This suggests that some of the general patterns are not present in the single subject and that there
are non-general patterns present in this subject. The implications of this can be further studied
using behavioral data of the population and the single subject.
We studied overlap in the most discriminative triples across healthy and schizophrenia sub-
jects. This overlap is not only statistically significant, but also higher than the overlap that is
seen when functional correlations between brain regions are used to estimate the differences.
This suggests that the patterns that capture transient relationships can potentially be useful in
explaining the differences between healthy and disease subjects better than the relationships
(correlations) computed assuming static or stationary relationships.
The limitations of our analysis are as follows. There are differences in acquisition protocols
and preprocessing pipelines used in the single subject data and the population level data. While
the overlap between the two datasets is statistically significant it is smaller than the overlap
between independent sets of samples. This difference could potentially be due to the difference
in acquisition protocols and preprocessing pipelines. Another limitation is that in the our dis-
criminative analysis healthy and schizophrenia data, we could only compute the ts-support at
the population level and not the single subject level due to the relatively small amount of data
available in each scan. Longer scans will allow us to analyze each subject individually and to
build a classification model that can be used to predict cases from controls. We used the notion
of brain regions from the automated anatomical labeling (AAL) atlas. One could potentially
use a different atlas or a data driven brain regions for this analysis. The impact of this choice
needs to be studied. In our definition of ts-support, we do not tolerate noise, that is common in
fMRI data, when we assess the similarity of time series using correlation. Another limitation is
that the interpretation of the discovered patterns is non-trivial. A suitable visualization tool can
be useful in reducing the complexity in the pattern space for the purpose of interpretation.
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5.5 Conclusion
Statistically significant reliability and replicability of the patterns is indicative of the realistic
nature of brain’s regions to be functionally related intermittently. It is important to note that not
all brain regions interact to the same degree. The Ts-Apriori approach discussed in the previous
chapter has the potential to discover patterns that share a similarity beyond a given degree.
The approach also allows one to discover the patterns that a given node participates it. This
allows for a more targeted study of the combinations. There are also a few limitations with this
approach that are discussed above. Addressing those limitations can advance the state-of-the-art
in understanding the brain dynamics and its relevance to brain functionality.
Chapter 6
Discovering the longest set of
non-overlapping maximal intervals
from time series
6.1 Introduction
Complex dynamic systems are widely believed to achieve a desired function due to synergy
between different components. For example, the human brain interprets an observed visual
stimulus with the help of synergy between the frontal and parietal regions in the brain [74].
Here the parietal region processes the visual stimulus and it is interpreted by the frontal region.
This synergy is typically reflected in high similarity (e.g., high correlation) in the activity time
series measured from these two regions during the time interval when the brain is interpreting a
visual stimulus. Discovering these highly similar intervals will be useful for many reasons. One
can characterize the relationship between brain regions based on the frequency and the duration
of such intervals. A comparison of characteristics of these intervals during rest and performance
of a task has the potential to shed light on transient synergistic relationships in the human brain
that are necessary for achieving a specific task.
To discover such transient relationships, similarities in time series are to be found in certain
intervals and not in the entire duration of the time series. There can be many ways in which
similarities in multiple time intervals can be defined. For example, given two time series one
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may be interested in finding the longest interval where the two time series are similar [75].
Another example, is one where one may be interested in finding the number of intervals of a
given length (time windows) in which two time series are similar [73]. As yet another example,
one may be interested in finding those intervals of similarity that can be used to cluster [26] or
classify time series [76, 77] effectively.
One of the objectives of this chapter is to discover all maximal correlated intervals, i.e., in-
tervals where a given pair of time series are highly correlated (greater than a threshold) for every
possible subinterval and no subsuming intervals are highly correlated. Figure 6.1 illustrates this
with the help of an example that consists of two synthetically generated time series. The bold
regions in the time series shown in Figure 6.1(a) indicate the time intervals where similar inter-
vals are imputed in the two time series. These intervals are [31 80], [111 140], and [151 175].
Note that these intervals are very different in their duration: 50, 30, and 25, respectively. In
Figure 6.1(b) all maximal correlated intervals (correlation ≥ 0.9) of length 4 or more are shown
with double sided arrows where the left and right arrows indicate start and end points.
Sliding window based approaches have been widely used in scenarios when transient rela-
tionships between time series are of interest [78, 76, 79, 73]; however, they are not suited for
addressing our objective. For example, one could use a sliding window of fixed length (say
w) and find k consecutive windows that meet the correlation threshold (say β). But there is no
guarantee that every subinterval (of size smaller or larger than w) in the interval of sizew+k−1
satisfies the correlation threshold β. In this chapter we present an efficient approach to discover
all maximal correlated intervals.
Once the set of all maximal correlated intervals are discovered from a given pair of time
series, our next objective is to find the longest set of non-overlapping maximal correlated inter-
vals. In the example shown in Figure 6.1(b), the two intervals [151 154] and [175 178] of length
4 shown in cyan overlap with a longer interval [154 175]. Overlapping maximal intervals such
as these typically exist in real-world data and discovering the longest set of non-overlapping
intervals will provide a realistic estimate of the total duration in which two time series exhibit
high correlations. The set of intervals {[31 82], [111 141], and [154 175]} shown in red in
Figure 6.1(b) form the longest set of intervals. Note that these intervals very closely capture the
imputed intervals.
In this chapter we define the notion of the Longest set of non-overlApping Maximal corre-
lated INtervAls (LAMINA) that has the ability to capture distinct maximal correlated intervals
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Figure 6.1: An illustrative example to demonstrate correlated intervals in time series: (a) Time
Series (b) Maximal correlated intervals.
in a pair of time series such as those shown in red in Figure 6.1(b). We show, empirically,
that this notion has the ability to capture the desired distinct intervals using a synthetic dataset.
We provide an efficient approach to solve the LAMINA problem. The proposed notion of
LAMINA can be broken down into two different subproblems: i) Finding maximal correlated
intervals and ii) Discovering non-overlapping intervals such that their total length is the longest.
Our proposed approach addresses the first problem using a bottom-up approach to discover all
maximal correlated intervals. This allows us to prune the space of all intervals that is typically
explored in a brute force approach. Using a dynamic programming approach we then discover
the longest set of non-overlapping maximal correlated intervals.
We evaluate our approach to study its efficiency and effectiveness in capturing the desired
correlated intervals on synthetic datasets at different parameter settings. Our results suggest that
the proposed approach is very efficient compared to a brute force approach. Our effectiveness
based evaluation on a synthetic dataset suggests that LAMINA based formulation has the ability
to capture all imputed similar intervals in given a pair of time series.
We use the proposed approach on a real-world neuroimaging data that has activity time
series collected from several brain regions in a subject in two different scenarios: i) while the
subject is resting and ii) while the subject is watching cartoons. We found pairs of brain regions
that have many correlated intervals in cartoons data and only a few correlated intervals in resting
data. These pairs of brain regions indicate the synergies that are necessary to visualize and
interpret cartoons. We also found pairs of brain regions that have significantly longer correlated
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intervals than others while the subject is resting and while watching cartoons. Overall, our
results highlight the utility of the proposed approach in capturing distinct correlated intervals
with which one can characterize the task-related and transient synergistic relationships between
different brain regions. Even though we present our evaluation on neuroimaging data, this
approach has applicability in multiple domains (e.g., climate, stock-market data analysis).
The key contributions of this chapter are as follows:
• A problem formulation to capture distinct correlated intervals in a pair of time series.
• An efficient algorithm to discover the longest set of non-overlapping maximal correlated
intervals.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our problem formulation.
Section 3 discusses related work. The proposed method is presented in Section 4. Section 5
presents our evaluation and results. We conclude with Section 6.
6.2 Problem Formulation
Let X and Y be two time series of equal length n. We indicate the value of X at time i as Xi.
Definition 1: Interval. The set of time points (i . . . j), where i < j, i ≥ 1 and j ≤ n, is
referred to as an interval I(i,j).
The length of an interval I(i,j), denoted using l(i,j), is the number of time points covered by
the interval and is computed as l(i,j) = j − i + 1. The set of values in a time series X in the
interval I(i,j) is represented using X(i,j).
Definition 2: Non-overlapping Intervals. Two intervals I(a,b) and I(c,d) are said to be non-
overlapping when (a < c and b < c) or (c < a and d < a), i.e., when the two intervals do not
share any time points.
Definition 3: Correlated Interval. Given two time series X and Y an interval I(a,b) is
referred to as a correlated interval if (i) length l(a,b) ≥ α, (ii) Pearson’s correlation between
X(a...b) and Y(a...b), r(X(a...b), Y(a...b)), exceeds a user provided threshold β, and (iii) for all
subintervals I(a′,b′) of length l(a′,b′) ≥ α, a′ ≥ a, b′ ≤ b, r(X(a′...b′), Y(a′...b′)) ≥ β.
The first constraint that ensures that every interval is longer than α is useful to avoid spurious
small intervals that may exhibit high correlations due to random chance. The third constraint
is useful to ensure that an interval that satisfies the correlation threshold β does not contain
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an interval with a correlation lower than the threshold. For example, an interval [111 175]
in Figure 6.1(a) has a correlation of 0.98, while the correlation in the interval [141 155] is
only 0.56. Therefore, any interval containing [141 155] cannot be a correlated interval when
β > 0.56 is used.
Definition 4: Maximal Correlated Interval. A correlated interval that is not subsumed by
an immediately larger correlated interval is treated as a maximal correlated interval. Formally,
l(a,b) ≥ α, r(X(a,b), Y(a,b)) ≥ β is a correlated interval and is maximal when r(X(a−1,b), Y(a−1,b)) <
β and r(X(a,b+1), Y(a,b+1)) < β.
Note that two adjacent intervals I(a,b) and I(a+1,b+1) can be maximal correlated when there
is no immediately subsuming correlated interval I(a,b+1). These adjacent intervals overlap
largely. To be able to capture distinct correlated intervals in such scenarios, we define the
notion of non-overlapping maximal correlated intervals.
Definition 5: Non-overlapping Maximal Correlated Intervals. Given two time series X and
Y and the set of all maximal correlated intervals I = {I(a,b), I(c,d), . . . I(k,l)}, non-overlapping
intervals are those subset of intervals in which each interval is a maximal correlated interval and
every pair of intervals are non-overlapping.
Definition 6: Longest Set of Non-overlapping Maximal Correlated Intervals. The set of
non-overlapping maximal correlated intervals whose sum of intervals is the largest is referred
to as the ‘longest set of non-overlapping maximal correlated intervals’, also referred to as LAM-
INA.
In Section 4 we provide an efficient approach to discover a LAMINA from a pair of time
series.
6.3 Related work
Although subsequence based similarity in time series data was studied earlier [75, 80, 81, 82,
76, 77, 26], to the best of our knowledge there is no existing approach to discover the largest set
of non-overlapping maximal correlated intervals from a pair of time series.
One recent paper by Li et al.[75] is relevant but has a different goal. They address the
problem of discovering time series that share a longest correlated subsequence with a given
query time series. Note that they look for one longest correlated interval between a query and
a target sequence while our goal is to find a set of correlated intervals such that collectively
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their duration is the longest. The interval [111 175] of length 65 with a correlation of 0.98 in
Figure 6.1(a) will be discovered as the longest correlated subsequence. While we consider this
as a spurious correlated subsequence, our goal is to discover the longest set of distinct maximal
correlated intervals shown in red Figure 6.1(b). Hence, the problem at hand is different from
the one addressed in Li et al.[75].
Another related work is by Das et al [83] where they propose a dynamic programming based
approach to find the longest set of potentially non-contiguous indices in time series X and Y
where the two time series are linearly related (i.e, Ytr = aXts + b). Note that the selected
indices in X and Y should have the same relative ordering and need not be the same. The
lack of identity between indices in X and Y , the contiguity (interval length α) constraint, and
the notion of spuriousness in correlated intervals in our problem are the main differences with
the problem addressed in Das et al [83]. Moreover, their focus is on selecting time points that
contribute to the linear relationship and not the intervals that are the focus of this chapter.
6.4 Proposed methods
The problem of finding the longest set of non-overlapping maximal correlated intervals can
be dealt with in two parts. First, the set of maximal correlated intervals can be enumerated.
Second, the longest set of non-overlapping maximal correlated intervals can be discovered from
the set of maximal correlated intervals. In this section we first show a brute force method to
enumerate all the maximal correlated intervals and we propose an efficient method for this
problem. We present a dynamic programming based solution for discovering the longest set of
non-overlapping maximal correlated intervals for the latter part of the problem.
6.4.1 Discovering Maximal Correlated Intervals
Brute-force Approach
The problem of discovering maximal correlated intervals can be divided into three subproblems:
i) enumerating all intervals that satisfy the correlation threshold, ii) pruning correlated intervals
whose subintervals are not correlated, and iii) discovering maximal correlated intervals among
them.
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Algorithm 2 BruteForceIntervalEnumeration
Input:
i. X and Y , two real valued time series of length n
ii. α, interval length threshold
iii. β, correlation threshold
Output:
Intvl Mat where a 1 in element (i, j) indicates that interval I(i,j) is of length atleast α and
has correlation atleast β
1. Intvl Mat = zero matrix of size n× n
2. Corr Intvls = φ
3. for win len = α to (n− 1)
4. for i = 1 to (n− win len+ 1)
5. r = corr(X(i,i+win len−1), Y(i,i+win len−1))
6. if (r ≥ β)
7. Intvl Mat[i, i+ win len− 1] = 1
8. end if
9. end for
10. Exit if no intervals with correlations ≥ β are found for this win len
11. end for
12. Return Intvl Mat
Enumerating All Intervals First, let us consider the problem of finding all intervals that sat-
isfy the correlation threshold for two time series X and Y . Note that the definition of correlated
intervals entails three constraints: i) minimum length of interval (α) ii) minimum correlation
(β) iii) condition to avoid intervals whose subintervals are not correlated. In this part we will
only address the first two constraints and the third constraint will be addressed in the next part.
A brute force approach enumerates each interval of valid length (≥ α) and tests if the
correlation threshold β is satisfied. From the first constraint, the candidate intervals are all
intervals of length α that potentially start at every time point. For a chosen interval length l,
the number of valid intervals to consider in a time series of length n are n − l + 1. Therefore
the total number of valid intervals of all valid lengths are
∑n
l=α n − α + 1, i.e., O(n2) and
computing correlation for an interval of length l takes O(l) time. Note that l can potentially
approach n when there are longer correlated intervals. Overall, the computational complexity
of brute force enumeration is O(n3).
The brute force approach for enumerating all correlated intervals is shown in Algorithm 2.
Intvl Mat is a two-dimensional array where a value 1 will be placed in element (i, j) when the
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interval I(i,j) of length at least α and has correlation at least β and 0 otherwise. The algorithm
iterates over all valid interval lengths in steps 3-11 and over all possible intervals of a chosen
length win len in steps 4-9. The correlation is tested in step 6 and Intvl Mat is updated in
step 7. Note that the algorithm exits (in step 10) when no intervals are found to be correlated
for a given interval length.
There can be two types of irrelevant correlated intervals that are discovered by Algorithm 2:
i) correlated intervals whose subintervals of length at least α are not correlated intervals. ii)
correlated intervals that are not maximal. In the following we address each of these issues
separately.
Pruning Spurious Intervals Once all the intervals that satisfy the correlation threshold are
enumerated, in order to address the third constraint in the definition of correlated intervals we
prune those intervals whose subintervals are not correlated. The pruning step is performed
for each interval that is considered in step 5 with correlation < β, by listing all the enclosing
intervals and filtering out all the enclosing intervals with correlation ≥ β. This approach is
shown in Algorithm 3. Steps 1-10 iterate over all valid interval lengths and steps 2-9 iterate over
all possible intervals of a given length (win len). For a chosen interval (i, i+win len− 1) all
enclosing intervals are determined in step 4 and their corresponding values in Intvl Mat are
set to 0 to suggest that they are not valid correlated intervals. The computational complexity of
the PurningSpuriousIntervals is O(n2).
Enumerating Maximal Intervals The goal of this part is to enumerate the maximal corre-
lated intervals. This can be achieved by testing for every correlated interval if an immediately
subsuming interval is also correlated. If no subsuming interval is correlated, a correlated inter-
val can be enumerated as a maximal interval. This approach is shown in Algorithm 4. Steps
1-9 iterate over all valid interval lengths and steps 2-8 iterate over all possible intervals of a
given length win len. For a chosen interval (i, i+ win len− 1) if the correlation threshold is
satisfied (Intvl Mat[i, i + win len − 1] = 1) and if its immediately enclosing intervals did
not satisfy the correlation threshold (step 4) then interval I(i,i+win len−1) is added to the list of
maximal correlated intervals. The computational complexity of the ListMaximalIntervals
is O(n2).
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Algorithm 3 PruneSpuriousIntervals
Input:
Intvl Mat that encodes all correlated intervals
Output:
Intvl Mat where a 1 in element (i, j) indicates that interval I(i,j) is of length at least α and has
correlation at least β and all smaller intervals of length α or more are also correlated intervals
1. for win len = α to (n− 1)
2. for i = 1 to (n− win len+ 1)
3. if (Intvl Mat[i, i+ win len− 1] = 0)
4. enclosing intvls = list all enclosing intervals
5. for all enclosing intervals (a, b)
6. Intvl Mat[a, b] = 0
7. end for
8. end if
9. end for
10. end for
11. Return Intvl Mat
A Bottom-up Approach
The brute force approach first enumerates all intervals of length α and longer that satisfy the
correlation threshold β. It then prunes out spurious as well as non-maximal correlated intervals.
Here we propose a relatively efficient approach (as we show in our evaluation section) that does
not compute correlations for all intervals to determine correlated intervals.
Enumerating Correlated Intervals The third constraint in the definition of a correlated in-
terval is that all subintervals of length α or more are also required to have a correlation ≥ β.
One way to address this constraint would be to start with all intervals of length α and then
build bigger intervals only when immediately smaller intervals satisfy the correlation threshold.
Using this observation, we propose a bottom-up enumeration scheme where we compute corre-
lation of a longer interval only when both the immediate sub-intervals are correlated. Formally,
if intervals I(a,b−1) and I(a+1,b) satisfy the correlation threshold, only then the correlation of
the interval I(a,b) is evaluated. Using this procedure has two advantages: i) we do not have to
evaluate correlations for all the candidate intervals, and ii) we can avoid the pruning spurious
intervals step in the case of the brute force approach (shown in Algorithm: PruneSpuriousIn-
tervals). The computational complexity of this approach is also O(n3). However, the number
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Algorithm 4 ListMaximalIntervals
Input:
Intvl Mat that encodes all correlated intervals
Output:
Corr Intvls List of all maximal correlated intervals
1. for win len = α to (n− 1)
2. for i = 1 to (n− win len+ 1)
3. if (Intvl Mat[i, i+ win len− 1] = 1)
4. if (Intvl Mat[a, b] = 0) for all
4. enclosing intervals (a, b)
5. Corr Intvls = Corr Intvls ∪ I(j,i+j+win len−1)
6. end if
7. end if
8. end for
9. end for
10. Return Corr Intvls
of correlated intervals found using the brute-force approach are lower bounded by the number
of correlated intervals discovered using this bottom-up approach. When most of the candidate
intervals are correlated, the number of correlations evaluated by the bottom-up approach will
approach the number of correlations evaluated by the brute-force approach.
The bottom-up interval enumeration is shown in Algorithm 5. Similar to brute force enu-
meration scheme it iterates over all valid interval lengths and over all possible intervals for a
chosen interval length in steps 2-19 and 3-18, respectively. When the interval length is the least
possible (α), the correlations are computed for all the intervals. For other interval lengths l,
correlation is estimated only if the two smaller subintervals of length l− 1 were found to have a
correlation of at least β (steps 11-15). Note that the algorithm exits when no intervals are found
to be correlated for a given interval length.
Enumerating Maximal Intervals Once the correlated intervals are determined in a bottom
up fashion the maximal intervals can then be enumerated by listing only those intervals whose
immediate enclosing intervals are not correlated. Formally, if I(a,b) is correlated and neither of
I(a−1,b) and I(a,b+1) are correlated, I(a,b) is listed as a maximal correlated interval. Algorithm 4
(ListMaximalIntervals) does this.
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Algorithm 5 BottomUpIntervalEnumeration
Input:
i. X and Y , two real valued time series of length n
ii. α, interval length threshold
iii. β, correlation threshold
Output:
A matrix Intvl Mat indicating all correlated intervals with 1’s
1. Intvl Mat[1 : num win, 1 : num win] = 0
2. for win len = α to n− 1
2. for i = 1 to (n− win len+ 1)
5. if (win len = α)
6. r = corr(X(i,i+win len−1), Y(i,i+win len−1))
7. if (r ≥ β)
8. Intvl Mat[i, i+ win len− 1] = 1
9. end if
10. end if
11. if (win len > α
11. and Intvl Mat[i, i+ win len− 2] = 1
11. and Intvl Mat[i+ 1, i+ win len] = 1)
12. r = corr(X(i,i+win len−1), Y(i,i+win len−1))
13. if (r ≥ β)
14. Intvl Mat[i, i+ win len− 1] = 1
15. end if
16. end if
17. end for
18. Exit if no correlated intervals are found for this win len
19. end for
20. Return Intvl Mat
6.4.2 Discovering the Longest Set of Non- overlapping Maximal Correlated In-
tervals
Given a set of potentially overlapping intervals, the goal is to find the longest set of non-
overlapping intervals. This problem can be treated as the classical dynamic programming
problem of weighted interval scheduling [84] where the objective is to determine a schedule
such that no two scheduled jobs overlap in time and the entire schedule maximizes the sum of
weights of scheduled jobs. Therefore, by treating the each maximal correlated interval as a job
and its length as the weight of the job, we can use the standard dynamic programming algorithm
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to find the desired longest set.
The dynamic programming algorithm for finding the LAMINA is shown in Algorithm 6. A
brief account of this approach is provided here and an interested reader is referred to [84]. This
approach first sorts the intervals in ascending order of their start times. It then starts at the end of
the list of intervals and traces back to the first interval by determining at each step the optimum
weight from the current interval to the end of the list of intervals by considering two choices: i)
include the current interval ii) ignore the current interval. Once the optimal weight for the entire
list of intervals is determined, one can trace from the first interval to the last to determine if an
interval was included in the optimal list. The computational complexity is O(n logn).
In summary, the brute force approach uses algorithms BruteForceIntervalEnumeration, Prune-
SpuriousIntervals , ListMaximalIntervals, and FindLAMINA to determine LAMINA, given a
pair of time series and parameters (α and β). The bottom-up approach uses algorithms Bot-
tomUpIntervalEnumeration, ListMaximalIntervals, and FindLAMINA to determine LAMINA.
Note that both these approaches share the last two algorithms. The key difference is in how the
intervals are enumerated. Due to the bottom-up style of enumeration the latter approach reduces
the search space and it does not have to filter out spurious correlated intervals. Although both
these approaches have a complexity of O(n3), as we will show in our evaluation, the bottom-up
scheme is practically much faster.
6.4.3 Proof of correctness
We now prove that the proposed bottom-up approach discovers the longest set of non-overlapping
maximal correlated intervals. The proposed approach relies on three components: i) Bottom-up
enumeration approach ii) List Maximal correlated intervals iii) Discovering the longest set using
a dynamic programming approach. The second part is a filtering step where all non-maximal
intervals are filtered out and the dynamic programming approach in the third part is proven to
be correct [84]. So, we are left with proving that the bottom-up enumeration approach lists all
intervals and their sub-intervals of length at least α are correlated.
Theorem 6.4.1 Bottom-up interval enumeration algorithm lists all intervals and their sub-
intervals of length at least α when they pass the correlation threshold β.
Proof This can be proved in two parts. i) When an interval is enumerated all subintervals of
length at least α are correlated. ii) All such intervals are enumerated.
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We now prove the first part.
This part has two scenarios: When an interval is enumerated it has: a) either no subintervals of
length α or b) all its subintervals of length at least α are correlated. The algorithm estimates the
correlation of intervals of length α and enumerates it when the correlation threshold is satisfied.
Hence the former scenario is addressed. Correlation for an interval I(a,b) is computed only
when its subintervals I(a,b−1) and I(a+1,b) (where b − a − 1 ≥ α) are found to be correlated.
Therefore, all subintervals starting from length α to b− a− 1 are bound to be correlated due to
this bottom-up style of enumeration. This addresses the second scenario.
We now prove the second part.
This can be proved by contradiction. Let us assume that there is a correlated interval (Ia,b) and
is not enumerated. The bottom-up approach estimates the correlation of all intervals of length
α and enumerates those that satisfy the correlation threshold. Therefore, (Ia,b) cannot be of
length α. For any bigger intervals I(a,b) ((la,b) > α) that is not enumerated, it is is possible
that a subinterval I(a′,b′), l(a′,b′) ≥ α does not satisfy the correlation threshold. Therefore,
(Ia,b) is not a correlated interval as it defies the third constraint and its contradicts the original
assumption. Therefore, all correlated intervals are enumerated by the algorithm.
6.5 Evaluation and results
In this section we present an evaluation of the proposed approach on synthetic and real datasets.
We compared the efficiency of the proposed approach with a brute force approach. We also
compared the effectiveness of the proposed approach in identifying a set of arbitrarily long
imputed correlated intervals from a synthetic dataset. We also show the utility of our approach
on a real-world neuroimaging dataset.
6.5.1 Efficiency comparison
In order to study the efficiency of the proposed bottom-up approach in comparison to the brute
force approach we generated synthetic datasets with varying lengths of correlated intervals.
Synthetic data We first created two vectors of length 1500 whose values are sampled from a
uniform distribution with range [0 1]. Each vector is now smoothed by computing each value as
the average of preceding 5 values and succeeding 5 values. Following this smoothing the two
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vectors are now treated as a time series with temporal auto-correlation, i.e., consecutive values
in a time series often have highly similar values. We marked the duration of the time series
with consecutive intervals of length that is sampled uniformly between 41 and 80 time points.
Starting with the first interval every alternative interval is treated as a ‘synchronous’ interval
and the remaining intervals are treated as ‘asynchronous’ intervals. For the ‘synchronous’ in-
tervals the values in the first time series are copied to the second time series by adding a small
amount of Gaussian noise (µ = 0, σ = 0.01). We then created 100 such pairs of synthetic time
series where synchronous intervals are of length between 41 and 80. We refer to this set as
TS41−80. Using the same approach we created two sets with 100 pairs of time series with syn-
chronous intervals of length from 101 to 140 and 161 to 200, separately. We refer to these sets
as TS101−120 and TS161−200, respectively. These datasets where each set has different lengths
of synchronous intervals will be useful in studying the impact of correlated interval lengths on
the performance of the proposed approach.
Parameter choices We use three different parameter choices for interval length: α = [20, 30, 40].
We did not use an α that is longer than 40 as the smallest imputed interval is of length 41. We
used β = 0.8. We also varied the length of the time series used as input by starting from the
first point and ending at several points including {100, 300, 500, . . . , 1500} to study the impact
of length of time series on the time taken by the algorithms.
Both the brute force and the bottom-up approaches were implemented in Matlabr and were
executed on a node with 15 Xeon 2.40GHz processors and 100GB of main memory. Neverthe-
less, our implementation does not use more than one processor at a time.
Observations The comparison of the time taken to discover the longest set of non-overlapping
maximal correlated intervals is shown in Figure 6.2. X-axis in this figure shows the length of
the time series used and Y-axis indicates time in seconds. Note that Y-axis in the figure is in
logarithmic scale. As one would expect, the amount of time taken increases dramatically with
increase in the length of the time series. From Figure 6.2 it can be seen that, in general, the brute
force approach takes at least 10 fold more time to discover the LAMINA. This is due to the key
difference in the two approaches that is bottom-up enumeration versus exploring all possible
intervals. Additionally brute force approach has to prune intervals whose sub-intervals are not
correlated.
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Figure 6.2: Efficiency comparison between Brute force and Bottom-up approaches. The curves
with circles, stars, and squares represent α = 20, 30, and 40, respectively.
The time taken for the brute force approach on different datasets (TS41−80, TS101−140 and
TS161−200) and for different choices of α followed a very similar trend. On the other hand, the
amount of time taken for the bottom-up approach on TS161−200 is more than that of TS101−140
and the time taken on TS101−140 is more than that of TS41−80. Therefore, the bottom-up
approach is faster when the size of correlated intervals is shorter. This is because the bottom-up
approach need not take into account the longer intervals.
Figure 6.2 also shows the impact of varying α. On TS41−80 dataset, as the length of the
smallest interval is increased from 20 to 40, the overall time taken has reduced marginally. This
change was relatively small for TS101−140 and was much smaller for TS161−200. This is due to
the fact that the number possible intervals that need to be considered decreases with the increase
of the valid interval length.
6.5.2 Effectiveness comparison
The proof of correctness provided in the methods section argues for the correctness (i.e., ef-
fectiveness) of the proposed approach in capturing the longest set of non-overlapping maximal
correlated intervals. However, when the goal is to discover the longest set of distinct intervals
during which two given time series are correlated we need to empirically evaluate it. We evalu-
ated our approach on a synthetic dataset by imputing correlated intervals of different lengths.
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Synthetic Data We created a set of 100 pairs of synthetic time series each of length 1000 as
described in the previous section where the length of synchronous intervals can vary from 51 to
150. We refer to this set as TS51−150. This large difference in the interval lengths was used to
show the ability of our algorithm to capture all imputed intervals irrespective of the difference
in their length.
Approaches A traditional way to assess similarity in small intervals between two time series
is to use a sliding window based approach [78, 76, 79, 73] where a fixed length time window is
moved along the time axis and a distance metric (correlation in our case) is computed in each
window. One could potentially use this approach to identify the time windows of a given length
that satisfy the correlation threshold (β). To study how well this traditional sliding-window
approach captures the imputed intervals in TS51−150, we first computed correlation for each
possible interval of a chosen window length and then collected the list of all intervals that satisfy
the correlation threshold. These intervals are further assessed for their effectiveness in capturing
the imputed intervals. We used window lengths {40, 50, 60, . . . 160}. Note that these chosen
lengths capture the range of lengths of imputed correlated intervals and therefore every imputed
interval should be captured in at least one of these intervals. We used β = {0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95}.
We used the proposed approach with α = {20, 30, 40} and β = {0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95} to
compare its effectiveness with the above approach.
Evaluation metrics We studied two main aspects of the problem: a) How well a discovered
interval captures an imputed interval ? b) How well is an imputed interval recovered ? Note
that these two aspects are similar to that of the traditional predictive model evaluation metrics
of precision and recall. For evaluating the effectiveness of discovering intervals we use very
similar measures.
For each discovered interval, we evaluated its precision by finding the best matching im-
puted interval and then computing the fraction of the discovered interval that is a part of the
imputed interval. The best match is determined as the interval that has the largest overlap with
a given interval. Formally,
Precision(DI(a,b) , SII) = max
|overlap(I(a,b), I(c,d))|
l(a,b)
, ∀I(c,d) ∈ SII (6.1)
Where DI(a,b) is a discovered interval I(a,b) and SII is the set of all imputed intervals. The
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Figure 6.3: Effectiveness of the sliding-window approach: (a) Precision (b) Recall
overall precision for a set of all discovered intervals is computed as the average of the precision
of each of the discovered intervals.
We evaluated recall of an imputed interval, by first identifying the best matching discovered
interval and then computing the fraction of the imputed interval that matches with the discovered
interval. Formally,
Recall(II(a,b) , SDI) = max
|overlap(I(a,b), I(c,d))|
l(a,b)
, ∀I(c,d) ∈ SDI (6.2)
Where II(a,b) is an imputed interval I(a,b) and SDI is the set of all discovered intervals. Here as
well, the recall over the set of all imputed intervals is computed as the average recall over all
the imputed intervals.
Observations Figure 6.3 shows the precision and recall values obtained using the traditional
sliding-window approach. The precision values were the highest for high values of β, i.e,
β = 0.95 and for smaller window length (i.e., 40). However, the recall at this combination
was quite low (0.43, approximately). This is because with windows as short as 40 time points
the longer intervals (length ¿ 40) cannot be directly captured. However, the intervals that were
captured using windows of length 40 match well with the imputed intervals. When longer
intervals were considered (length ¿100) the recall was still low because the smaller intervals
can no longer be captured effectively. The best recall of 0.73 was observed when β = 0.8 and
when window length was 80. However, precision at this combination was 0.87.
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Figure 6.4: Effectiveness of the Bottom-up approach: (a) Precision (b) Recall. (The scale of
color-bars in this figure is different from that of Figure 6.3.)
Figure 6.4 shows the precision and recall values obtained using the proposed approach.
Note that the scale of the color-bar in this figure is different from that of Figure 6.3. As seen
in the case of the traditional approach, precision was high when β was high (β = 0.95) and
the minimum window length was small (α = 20). Here, recall was quite high compared to
the previous approach as almost all of the imputed intervals were recovered perfectly due to
the ability of the proposed algorithm in recovering all maximal arbitrary length intervals when
there was no overlap.
The best precision and recall for the proposed approach were (0.95, 0.96) and (0.92, 1) for
(α = 20, β = 0.95) and (α = 20, β = 0.9), respectively. These are superior to those of the
traditional approach (0.87, 0.73). Moreover, the proposed method does not require one to try
out all the interval lengths as it is required for the above traditionally used approach. Hence, we
argue that the proposed method is not only efficient but is also effective in recovering arbitrarily
long correlated subsequences in a pair of time series.
6.5.3 Case study: Neuroimaging data
We now show the utility of our proposed formulation on a real world Neuroimaging dataset.
Real-world Data Functional Magnetic Resonance Image (fMRI) data measures the amount
of oxygen absorbed by gray matter tissue at every tiny cubic location in the brain (referred to
as a voxel), at every time instant during the scan. The amount of oxygen absorbed at a given
voxel and at a given time point is known to indicate the amount of activity occurring at the
voxel. Data from an fMRI scan can be represented as a set of time series, one for every voxel.
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This can be represented in the form of a voxel×time matrix, where every ijth element in the
matrix indicates the amount of neuronal activity occurring at a location represented by voxel i
and at a time point j. We used the dataset from [72] that contains 10 five minute resting state
fMRI scans from one healthy subject obtained during one visit on a day. We append all these
scans to get one 50 minute resting state scan. We refer to this dataset as rest dataset. The spatial
resolution of each fMRI scan was 3×3×3 mm and the temporal resolution was 2 seconds.
Several prepossessing steps have been performed on the data obtained from the scanner and
they have been elaborately discussed in [72]. In addition, following the approach in [66], global
mean time series is regressed from the data, as is done in most fMRI studies. The resultant
voxel×time matrix for each scan was of dimensions 47, 640 × 1550. We further group voxels
into 90 brain regions based on an automated anatomical labelling (AAL) atlas provided by [1]
(see Table A.1 for a list of the brain regions). We refer an interested reader to Table 2 in [85]
for a list of these regions. The resultant matrix, Drest, was of size 90× 1550.
We also used the 10 five minute fMRI scans obtained from the same subject as above while
the subject was watching cartoons [72]. This data allows us to study the differences that occur in
the brain between rest and task. We refer to this data as cartoons data. The data was processed
similarly to that of resting state data. The resultant matrix, Dcartoons was also of size 90×1550.
Approach We used our bottom-up approach to discover the longest set of non-overlapping
maximal correlated intervals between every pair of brain regions in Drest. There were a total
of 4005 ((902
)) such pairs. We used parameters α = 25 (minimum interval length) and β = 0.7
(correlation threshold). The reason for a relatively relaxed β compared to the one used with
synthetic datasets is that fMRI data is often noisy and a relaxed correlation threshold allows us
to capture potentially relevant intervals.
We repeated this analysis on Dcartoons using the same parameters. We then characterized
the intervals captured on Drest and relate them with our findings on Dcartoons.
Observations • Comparing LAMINA in rest and cartoons data The correlated intervals
in LAMINA that are discovered using our approach enables us to study the difference in overall
duration of correlated intervals for a region pair in rest and cartoons data. For example, a
pair of brain regions could be correlated for a small number of intervals in rest and they could
be correlated for many more intervals in cartoons data. One such example where a dramatic
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Figure 6.5: Correlated intervals between regions 51 and 55 while the subject is resting and while
watching cartoons.
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Figure 6.6: Time series for regions 51 and 55 while the subject is resting and while watching
cartoons.
difference is seen between rest and cartoons data is shown in Figure 6.5. This figure shows the
correlated intervals found between brain regions 51 and 55 in rest and cartoons data with the
help of double sided arrows where the left and right arrows indicate the start and end points,
respectively. The total duration of these intervals in rest is 241 and in cartoons is 1105. This
large difference in the amount of time the two time series are correlated suggests that these
two regions exhibit synergy more when the subject is watching cartoons than when the subject
is resting. The time series from these two regions are shown in Figure 6.6 (only the first 500
time points are shown due to space limitation). The intervals discovered using our approach are
indicated with double sided arrows as well as bold lines in time series. It is easy to see from
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Figure 6.7: Time series for regions 3 and 7 while the subject is resting and while watching cartoons.
Only first 500 time points are shown due to space limitation.
this figure that when a region is not captured in a correlated interval, the time series from the
two regions exhibit very different behavior.
Region 51 is a middle occipital region (left), referred to as the visual V1 system, is well
known for its role in processing spatial information, where as region 55 is fusiform (left) that is
known for its role in object and color information processing [60]. These two regions that handle
different aspects of visual information processing can be hypothesized to work synergistically
in processing visual information while the subject is watching cartoons. Our approach enables
one to discover such novel differences in the way brain regions work together to achieve a task.
•Different type of intervals in rest and cartoons data In addition to the differences in the total
duration of intervals between brain regions there could exist more subtle differences in how two
brain regions work synergistically. For instance, two brain regions could behave similarly for
longer intervals on average or could only behave similar for shorter intervals. These differences
can be investigated by comparing the average length of intervals when their total duration of
intervals is similar.
An example of this type of scenario is shown in Figure 6.8. Here the black double sided
arrows indicate the correlated intervals discovered using our approach. For the brain regions (3
7), there are three long correlated intervals [79 471], [1032 1388], and [1389 1550] of duration
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393, 357, and 162, respectively. The total duration of these intervals is 912. We chose six other
region pairs (58 64), (69 70), (46 47), (7 11), (25 32), and (8 62) whose total length of correlated
intervals are similar to that of (3 7) for comparison. Their total duration of intervals are 906,
908, 910, 913, 913, and 915, respectively. The longest correlated interval in these six different
brain regions is 113 and the mean of all intervals in them is approximately 40.8, whereas the
shortest correlated interval in (3 7) is 162. Therefore the intervals in these six region pairs are
much shorter than those of (3 7).
The intervals indicated in black in Figure 6.8 are bound to have correlation ≥ 0.7, however
it is possible that between two successive intervals the correlation may be slightly smaller than
0.7 and they are split because of the choice of the threshold. Before concluding that there is a
significant difference in average length of correlated intervals in LAMINA for the above pairs,
it is necessary to ensure that these splits are due to a significant reduction in correlation and not
due to the choice of β threshold. One way to achieve this is to check if there are intervals of
significantly lower correlations between two correlated intervals in a LAMINA. Our approach
which can find maximal intervals with correlation above a threshold β can also be used to find
maximal intervals with correlation < β′ using the condition r < β′ in step 13 of Algorithm 5.
We used this variant of our approach with β′ = 0.5 to find maximal intervals with correlations
< 0.5. The resultant intervals are shown in green in Figure 6.8. If every consecutive pair of
correlated intervals shown in black are separated by a green interval it guarantees that a split
was due to a significant change in correlation and was not due to the choice of β. Almost all of
the consecutive pairs of black intervals in Figure 6.8 have green intervals between them. This
provides support for our argument that indeed the intervals are correlated for longer duration in
(3 7) than the other pairs listed above.
The dramatic difference in the duration of intervals in (3 7) compared to that of the other
region pairs suggest a difference in operating principles for these two regions. These regions
tend to work in a synergistic fashion for longer periods.
We also compared the duration of intervals for the pairs of regions (3 7) between rest and
cartoons datasets. This comparison is shown in Figure 6.9. The length of intervals in cartoons
data varies from 25 to 207 with a mean of 77.7, approximately. While the length of intervals
in rest data varies from 162 to 393 with a mean of 304. Interestingly, the longest interval (207)
found in cartoons for the pair (3 7) is smaller than the mean of the length of correlated intervals
(304) in rest data. It is interesting to note that the total duration of intervals is 912 in rest and
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Figure 6.8: Correlated intervals for regions 3 and 7, as well as other region pairs that have a
similar total length of correlated intervals. Intervals indicated in black have a correlation ≥ 0.7
and those in green have a correlation ≤ 0.5.
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Figure 6.9: Correlated intervals for regions 3 and 7 while the subject is resting and while watch-
ing cartoons. Intervals indicated in black have a correlation ≥ 0.7 and those in green have a
correlation ≤ 0.5.
1243 in cartoons data. Despite having correlated intervals for approximately 33% longer in
cartoons data than in rest data, the average length of intervals in cartoons is smaller than the
smallest interval length in rest data.
This indicates that these two brain regions (3 and 7) operate differently when the subject
is resting and when the subject is watching cartoons. While the subject is resting the two
regions work synergistically for longer periods than when cartoons are being watched. The
time series from these two regions are shown in Figure 6.7. The intervals discovered using our
approach are indicated with double sided arrows as well as bold lines in time series. Based on
these observations we claim that our approach enables one to characterize the dynamic behavior
between brain regions based on the duration of individual maximal correlated intervals.
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6.6 Conclusion and Future work
In this chapter we presented a novel formulation to capture distinct maximal correlated intervals
in a pair of time series. We proposed an efficient bottom-up approach to discover the longest set
of such intervals. We evaluated our approach on synthetic datasets to demonstrate its efficiency
and its effectiveness. We show that traditional approaches to discover these intervals are limited
because of their inability to capture arbitrarily long intervals. We also present a case study on a
real world dataset.
A number of aspects of this problem need to be studied further. Real world time series
datasets are often noisy and due to this an originally long correlated interval could be discovered
as multiple disjoint correlated intervals. Error tolerant techniques for discovering correlated
intervals need to be explored. Often general trends in the data may result in intervals that
do not reflect synergy between the two entities from which the time series are obtained. For
example, the mortgage crisis in 2008 affected a majority of the stocks in a similar fashion and
so correlated intervals that cover this period are not interesting in the context of the given pair
of stocks. Approaches to address this issue need to be studied. The intervals that are discovered
by our approach could be potentially used to cluster [26], classify [76] and discover patterns
[73] in time series data. The suitability of LAMINA for these problems needs to be studied.
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Algorithm 6 FindLAMINA
Input:
Set of k correlated intervals CI
Output:
A set of non-overlapping correlated intervals whose intervals are collectively the longest
1. sorted CI = sort by starting time(CI)
2. next interval[1 : k] = 0
3. for i = 1 to k
4. foll intvls = an immediate interval starting after i ends
5. end for
6. cum sum sel intvls[1 : k] = 0
7. sel intvls[1 : k] = 0
8. for i = n to 1
9. cum sum sel intvls[i] =
9. max(li + cum sum sel intvls[foll intvls[i]],
9. cum sum sel intvls[i+ 1])
10. sel intvls[i] = 1, if interval i was part of solution
11. end for
12. Result Corr Intvls = φ
13. current = smallest i with sel intvls[i] = 1
14. while true
15. if (sel intvls[current] == 1)
16. Result Corr Intvls = Result Corr Intvls ∪ i
17. current = foll intvls[current]
18. end if
19. if (sel intvls[current] == 0)
20. current = current+ 1
21. end if
21. Exit if no more intervals can be selected
22. end while
23. return Result Corr Intvls
Chapter 7
Conclusion and future work
In this chapter we first list the future work for our contributions to computer science and to our
contributions to neuroscience separately. We then give an account of other ways of advancing
the state-of-the-art for analyzing fMRI data.
7.1 Contributions to Computer Science
Ts-Apriori approach presented in this paper can be potentially improved. First, fMRI datasets
are known to be noisy and so tolerance for noise can be introduced. Second, similarity is
assessed using a correlation threshold. There could be some windows where the correlation
is marginally below the threshold. To address this issue a real valued notion of ts-support can
be introduced where the contribution of every window can be assessed based on some quantile
based score. Third, the approach will not be able to work with more than a few thousands of
time series. Approaches such as colossal patterns need to be explored for large datasets. Fourth,
sliding window based ts-support score can be replaced with the interval based scoring scheme to
get a better estimate of the interval duration. Fifth, a number of patterns are typically generated
with Apriori like techniques that often share a good amount of overlap. Interpreting such large
sets of overlapping patterns is challenging. Tools for visualizing such patterns or summarizing
them into small number of groups can be useful.
The objective of the LAMINA approach that finds longest set of non-overlapping maximal
correlated intervals is one of the many ways in which correlated intervals can be discovered.
Alternative objectives have to be explored and evaluated to determine the best possible objective
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to capture the intervals. In addition, general trends in the data may result in intervals that
do not reflect synergy between the two entities from which the time series are obtained. For
example, the mortgage crisis in 2008 affected a majority of the stocks in a similar fashion and
so correlated intervals that cover this period are not interesting in the context of the given pair of
stocks. Approaches to address this issue need to be studied. Furthermore, the intervals that are
discovered by our approach could be potentially used to cluster [26], classify [76] and discover
patterns [73] in time series data. The suitability of LAMINA for these problems needs to be
studied.
7.2 Contributions to Neuroscience
The frequency of measurement in the fMRI data that is used in evaluation is 2 seconds. As we
are studying transient relationships, a high frequency measurement can be useful in accurately
capturing such relationships. A recent dataset [86] uses data where the frequency of measure-
ment is 0.8 seconds. The approaches proposed in this thesis can be used on such a dataset to
study the nature of patterns and to compare them with those reported here.
Another potential direction is to use block design task data for studying transient relation-
ships. In block design data a subject is involved in a task for a block of time and is rested for
another block. These two phases are repeated for the entire scan. Combinations of time series
that exclusively exhibit similarity within the task blocks or within the rest blocks indicate a
direct relationship to the task or the rest states.
To study the role of transient relationships in mental disorders a longer fMRI scan will
be potentially effective. In this thesis we presented algorithms where transient relationships are
computed overall healthy subjects and disease subjects separately. Ideally, we would like to find
markers that are subject specific for them to be of clinical applicability. As the relationships are
transient, having a longer fMRI scan will provide a greater opportunity to accurately capture
them if they are present in a subject. With a 6 minute scan, it is unclear if such a relationship
is not present in the subject or if it is not just present in the 6 minute scan but is present in the
subject.
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7.3 Other directions
In this section we discuss a broad set of problems pertaining to analyzing fMRI data to advance
our understanding of brain functionality.
7.3.1 Data driven brain regions
As in most fMRI studies that construct a brain network from fMRI data [14], in this thesis we
relied on an anatomical atlas (AAL) [1] to determine the brain regions. We have found in our
earlier analysis that anatomical regions defined in AAL do not generalize to every subject. In
effect, building networks based on such an atlas can result in missed underlying relationships
that exist in the data. One way to address this limitation is to directly find the regions in a data
driven fashion.
7.3.2 Evolutionary analysis
As a brain acquires a skill the brain network is expected to adapt to encode the acquired skill.
There is very little information available on how brain encodes the information it learns. To
understand this, one approach is to study the brain networks from subjects at regular intervals
when a skill is being learned. Some early work has been done in this direction [3]. Figure 7.1
illustrates the study setup where participants were scanned at different stages of the training
process. These studies look at high level network properties such as core-periphery architecture
to study the nature of changes in the brain networks. The approaches to study the dynamic
nature of connectivity, that are presented in this thesis, can be used to estimate the increased or
inhibited connectivity over the course of training.
7.3.3 Brain states
The functional brain network is expected to be different in different scenarios. For example,
when a person is planning his day the brain network can be in a particular configuration, whereas
the brain network when the person is watching a visual stimulus, it could exhibit a different
configuration. The first step towards understanding these states would be to characterize brain
states in resting state fMRI data and then relate it to the task based network configuration.
Here inter-subject variability needs to be taken into account, as everyone’s brain network can
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Figure 7.1: Experimental setup for studying brain networks while learning a skill (Figure bor-
rowed from [3]). Here fMRI scans are collected after every 10 training sessions for each subject.
potentially appear to be different despite similarities in the task.
Figure 7.2: Face reconstruction from fMRI data (Figure borrowed from [4]).
7.3.4 Discovering stimulus from brain activity
Existing studies compare the brain networks of a subject from resting state and task fMRI
datasets. These studies point out the differences in the brain network that potentially arise due
to the task at hand. While these studies provide valuable insights into the connectivity that
is desired to achieve a function or task, our ability to detect the stimulus by only looking at
the brain activity is minimal. Ability to detect the stimulus by analyzing brain activity will
demonstrate our understanding of the brain’s working principles in different scenarios. As an
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example, Cowen et al [4] recently built a model (an illustration is shown in Figure 7.2) based on
brain’s cortical activity to discover the faces that were presented to the subject. This is the first
study to look at activity patterns of higher level cortical regions for face reconstruction, while
most studies relied on activity in the visual cortex. More efforts on reconstruction of visual,
auditory and sensory stimulus from cortical regions will help us understand how and where
different aspects of a stimuli are processed.
In summary, brain fMRI data offers a rich landscape of spatio-temporal data mining prob-
lems. Investigations in this area can not only advance our understanding of brain functionality
but will also advance the state-of-the-art in spatio-temporal data mining that has wide applica-
bility in diverse areas such as climate science and transportation.
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A.1 List of AAL regions
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Number Region Number Region
1 Left precentral gyrus 47 Left lingual gyrus
2 Right precentral gyrus 48 Right lingual gyrus
3 Left superior frontal gyrus, dorsolateral 49 Left superior occipital gyrus
4 Right superior frontal gyrus, dorsolateral 50 Right superior occipital gyrus
5 Left superior frontal gyrus, orbital part 51 Left middle occipital gyrus
6 Right superior frontal gyrus, orbital part 52 Right middle occipital gyrus
7 Left middle frontal gyrus 53 Left inferior occipital gyrus
8 Right middle frontal gyrus 54 Right inferior occipital gyrus
9 Left middle frontal gyrus, orbital part 55 Left fusiform gyrus
10 Right middle frontal gyrus, orbital part 56 Right fusiform gyrus
11 Left inferior frontal gyrus, opercular part 57 Left postcentral gyrus
12 Right inferior frontal gyrus, opercular part 58 Right postcentral gyrus
13 Left inferior frontal gyrus, triangular part 59 Left superior parietal gyrus
14 Right inferior frontal gyrus, triangular part 60 Right superior parietal gyrus
15 Left inferior frontal gyrus, orbital part 61 Left inferior parietal, but supramarginal and angular gyri
16 Right inferior frontal gyrus, orbital part 62 Right inferior parietal, but supramarginal and angular gyri
17 Left rolandic operculum 63 Left supramarginal gyrus
18 Right rolandic operculum 64 Right supramarginal gyrus
19 Left supplementary motor area 65 Left angular gyrus
20 Right supplementary motor area 66 Right angular gyrus
21 Left olfactory cortex 67 Left precuneus
22 Right olfactory cortex 68 Right precuneus
23 Left superior frontal gyrus, medial 69 Left paracentral lobule
24 Right superior frontal gyrus, medial 70 Right paracentral lobule
25 Left superior frontal gyrus, medial orbital 71 Left caudate nucleus
26 Right superior frontal gyrus, medial orbital 72 Right caudate nucleus
27 Left gyrus rectus 73 Left lenticular nucleus, putamen
28 Right gyrus rectus 74 Right lenticular nucleus, putamen
29 Left insula 75 Left lenticular nucleus, pallidum
30 Right insula 76 Right lenticular nucleus, pallidum
31 Left anterior cingulate and paracingulate gyri 77 Left thalamus
32 Right anterior cingulate and paracingulate gyri 78 Right thalamus
33 Left median cingulate and paracingulate gyri 79 Left heschl gyrus
34 Right median cingulate and paracingulate gyri 80 Right heschl gyrus
35 Left posterior cingulate gyrus 81 Left superior temporal gyrus
36 Right posterior cingulate gyrus 82 Right superior temporal gyrus
37 Left hippocampus 83 Left temporal pole: superior temporal gyrus
38 Right hippocampus 84 Right temporal pole: superior temporal gyrus
39 Left parahippocampal gyrus 85 Left middle temporal gyrus
40 Right parahippocampal gyrus 86 Right middle temporal gyrus
41 Left amygdala 87 Left temporal pole: middle temporal gyrus
42 Right amygdala 88 Right temporal pole: middle temporal gyrus
43 Left calcarine fissure and surrounding cortex 89 Left inferior temporal gyrus
44 Right calcarine fissure and surrounding cortex 90 Right inferior temporal gyrus
45 Left cuneus
46 Right cuneus
Table A.1: List of AAL regions [1]
